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Institute for Lean Construction Excellence (ILCE)

ILCE is a non-profit technical body established in November, 2008 and is the premiere Institution in India for Lean Construction, its propagation and its application. It facilitates the creation of a world class Indian construction sector, and to establish new global benchmarks in procurement & performance of construction projects.

Objectives

- To develop and disseminate Lean practices in India
- Promote co-operation between academic and research institutions and industry in the field of Lean Construction Management.
- To serve as a storehouse of knowledge of Lean practices in India and facilitate their applications for construction projects.

Membership Application Form

Application Form is available on ILCE website (www.ilce.in)

Subscription Plans:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Membership Type</th>
<th>Annual Subscription</th>
<th>Criteria</th>
<th>Other Benefits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chartered Members</td>
<td>INR 25,000 (+18% GST)</td>
<td>Turnover &gt; INR 1000 Mn</td>
<td>20% discount for seminars</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corporate Member</td>
<td>INR 10,000 (+18% GST)</td>
<td>Turnover &lt; INR 1000 Mn</td>
<td>10% -do-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Associate Corporate Members</td>
<td>INR 1,000 (+18% GST)</td>
<td></td>
<td>10% -do-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Members (Individual)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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A Note from the Organisers

The Annual Conference of the International group for Lean Construction (IGLC) is an important activity of IGLC and the 26th Annual Conference is being held in India for the first time, in the city of Chennai, as IGLC 2018. Lean Construction is a nascent practice in India but the concept of Lean is slowly, but steadily, taking roots in this country. An organisation called Institute for Lean Construction Excellence (ILCE) formed by Construction Industry organisations along with IIT Madras as the Knowledge Partner has been spearheading the spread of Lean Construction in India. India has a booming infrastructure construction market and Lean practices could be of great help to have better control on the project management of these projects. Two Indian Lean Construction Conferences, ILCC 2015 and ILCC 2017, have been recently conducted as National Conferences, with some international participation also. Pursuant to a fervent desire in the Indian Lean community to get international association, a bid was made for the Annual Conference of IGLC to be conducted in India and was granted, leading to the genesis of IGLC 2018.

It has been a fond hope of the Indian Lean community that this international conference will give a great fillip to the Lean movement in India and these hopes have not been belied: Some 25 contributions, the largest number of papers from a single country this year, out of a total of 132 papers, have been from India. 30 Posters out of a total of 45 are also being presented from India. These significant numbers do auger well for the future of Lean Construction in India.

The Workshop Day anchored by Dr. Tariq Abdelhamid and Dr Paz Arroyo is also featuring a couple of Lean project management practitioners, Puneet Narang and Yash Singh, to share the Indian experience. The Industry Day has four Panel discussions comparing international practices and Indian practices in Lean construction. A Summer School for Doctoral research scholars is also being organised for two days after the main Conference. Here again many Indian scholars are attending apart from international scholars. As has been the practice in previous conferences, a galaxy of international Lean specialists have agreed to be on the panel of Faculty Advisers for the School.

The IGLC 2018 organisers have been working for the last few years to bring IGLC to India and to generate a good bit of enthusiasm in the local Indian community.
and these have indeed come about quite well. With the ice so broken, hopefully the Indian Lean community will be a significant participant in future IGLC events!

As part of the organizing efforts, the Conference Proceedings running to about 1400 pages in two volumes and the A3 Compilation covering 132 papers have been compiled and printed. The present publication covers the Conference Souvenir and Compilation of 45 Posters. The Organisers have made a sincere attempt to put together a Conference which would be of multifarious interests to the IGLC community, apart from being merely another technical event, and they hope that the community will also feel the same way after it attends the event! The overall schedule featured elsewhere in this document shows the various interesting leisure activities, Receptions and Dinners planned during the Conference.

The Organisers extend a very warm Welcome to the international Lean community to take part in the technical deliberations in the week-long event here and also enjoy the leisure time in the other interesting activities planned.

With best wishes to all the Delegates for an enjoyable stay at IGLC 2018

Prof. N.Raghavan
Prof. Koshy Varghese
Indian Institute of Technology Madras, India
IGLC 2018 Organising Chairs
with IGLC 2018 Organising Team
IGLC 2018 SCHEDULE
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Day 1 - 16th July</th>
<th>Day 2 - 17th July</th>
<th>Day 3 - 18th July</th>
<th>Day 4 - 19th July</th>
<th>Day 5 - 20th July</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6:00-7:00</td>
<td>6:00-7:00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Introduction to Yoga (Sea side lawn)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:15-9:00</td>
<td>Registration/ Networking/ Tea</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09:00-13:00</td>
<td><strong>Session</strong></td>
<td>09:00-13:00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09:00-13:00</td>
<td><strong>Industry day session</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09:00-10:30</td>
<td>Tea Break (10:30-10:50)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:30-10:50</td>
<td>Tea Break (10:30-10:50)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:30-11:15</td>
<td>Session</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:15-11:45</td>
<td>Tea Break (11:15-11:45)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:45-12:30</td>
<td>Session</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:30-13:00</td>
<td>Tea Break (11:00-11:30)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13:00-14:00</td>
<td><strong>Lunch</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14:00-17:30</td>
<td><strong>Session</strong></td>
<td>14:00-17:30</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>IGLC Business session</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14:00-15:30</td>
<td><strong>Industry day session</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15:30-16:00</td>
<td>Tea Break (15:30-16:00)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15:30-16:00</td>
<td>Tea Break (15:30-16:00)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15:30-16:30</td>
<td>Session</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16:30-17:00</td>
<td>Tea Break (16:30-16:50)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17:00-18:00</td>
<td>Tea Break (16:30-16:50)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17:30-18:00</td>
<td><strong>Session</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18:00-18:30</td>
<td>Networking</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18:30-19:00</td>
<td>High Tea</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19:00-19:30</td>
<td>Reception+ unconference discussion</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19:30-20:00</td>
<td><strong>Industry Day Dinner</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20:00-21:30</td>
<td>Reception &amp; Music</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21:30-23:00</td>
<td>Recreation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A, B, C are parallel sessions
P- Plenary sessions
# IGLC 2018 SESSION PLANNING FOR CONFERENCE PAPERS

## Session wise Schedule with Track Names

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Venue</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8:30-8:45</td>
<td>Inaugural Session</td>
<td>Gold Coast</td>
<td>Peninsula</td>
<td>Nautica</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:45-10:15</td>
<td>Inaugural Session</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P1 - Plenary Session 1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PCC 6 (448, 450, 510, 542)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:45-11:15</td>
<td>Tea Break</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:15-13:05</td>
<td>Parallel 1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14:00-15:15</td>
<td>Lunch Break</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15:15-15:30</td>
<td>Parallel 2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15:30-16:30</td>
<td>Parallel 3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16:30-18:00</td>
<td>Day 2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18:30-20:00</td>
<td>Day 3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18:30-20:00</td>
<td>Parallel 1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19:00-20:15</td>
<td>Tea Break</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Day 1**

**Inaugural Session**: 8:30-8:45
- Session: Inaugural
- Venue: Gold Coast
- Talk: "Introduction to IGLC 2018"
- Authors: To be announced

**Plenary**: 8:45-10:15
- Session: Plenary Session 1
- Venue: Gold Coast
- Talks:
  - P1-1: "Product Planning and Control"
  - P1-2: "People, Culture and Change"
- Authors: To be announced

**Parallel 1**: 11:15-13:05
- Session: "Production Planning and Control"
- Venue: Gold Coast
- Talks:
  - PCC 6 (448, 450, 510, 542)
- Authors: To be announced

**Lunch Break**: 13:00-14:00
- Venue: Gold Coast
- Time: 1 hour

**Parallel 2**: 14:00-15:15
- Session: "Enabling Lean with IT"
- Venue: Gold Coast
- Talks:
  - PCC 4 (433, 452, 505, 517)
- Authors: To be announced

**Parallel 3**: 15:00-16:30
- Session: "Enabling Lean with IT"
- Venue: Gold Coast
- Talks:
  - PCC 3 (294, 472, 498)
- Authors: To be announced

**Day 2**

**Plenary**: 8:45-10:15
- Session: Plenary Session 2
- Venue: Gold Coast
- Talks:
  - PCC 2 (404, 539, PCC 1 (541), PCC 5 (437)
- Authors: To be announced

**Parallel 1**: 11:15-13:05
- Session: "Enabling Lean with IT"
- Venue: Gold Coast
- Talks:
  - PCC 8 (219, 443, 474, 515, 543)
- Authors: To be announced

**Parallel 2**: 14:00-15:15
- Session: "Product Development and Design Management"
- Venue: Gold Coast
- Talks:
  - PCC 4 (402, 489, 493, 513)
- Authors: To be announced

**Parallel 3**: 15:00-16:30
- Session: "Teaching Lean Construction"
- Venue: Gold Coast
- Talks:
  - PCC 3 (403, 519, 531)
- Authors: To be announced

**Day 3**

**Plenary**: 8:45-10:15
- Session: Plenary Session 3
- Venue: Gold Coast
- Talks:
  - PCC 1 (274), LT 1 (236), PSC 1 (550), SC 1 (419)
- Authors: To be announced

**Parallel 1**: 11:15-13:05
- Session: "Production System Design/Safety, Quality and Lean"
- Venue: Gold Coast
- Talks:
  - PCC 3 (298, 474, 497), SC 3 (427, 515, 532)
- Authors: To be announced

**Parallel 2**: 14:00-16:00
- Session: "IGLC Business session"
- Venue: Gold Coast
- Time: 2 hours

**NOTE**: Presentation time per paper for plenary session is 25 mins. Presentation time per paper for parallel session is 15 mins.
SPONSOR
PRESENTATIONS
# LIST OF SPONSOR PRESENTATIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sl.No</th>
<th>Sponsor</th>
<th>Page No.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Indian Institute of Technology, Madras</td>
<td>A1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Institute for Lean Construction Excellence (ILCE)</td>
<td>A2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Godrej Construction</td>
<td>A3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Shapoorji Pallonji Engineering &amp; Construction</td>
<td>A4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Larsen &amp; Toubro- L&amp;T Construction</td>
<td>A5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>AFCONS Infrastructure Limited</td>
<td>A6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>KEF Katerra</td>
<td>A7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>TATA Realty and Infrastructure Limited- Info Park</td>
<td>A8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Trimble</td>
<td>A9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Ratilal Bhagwandas Construction Company</td>
<td>A10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Q-Railing</td>
<td>A11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>The Masterbuilder</td>
<td>A12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Nadhi Information Technologies Private Limited</td>
<td>A13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>VISILEAN</td>
<td>A13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
With Best Compliments from IIT Madras
BUILDING EXCELLENCE THROUGH LEAN CONSTRUCTION

ILCE is the premier institute in India for Lean Construction, its propagation and application. Established in November 2008 as a non-profit company, it focuses on improvement of performance of the construction industry and its individual projects by:

- Lean Construction Consultancy & Practices
- Certification - Lean Construction Champion
- Facilitating Partnerships at Sites
- Research with Academia & Industry Players
- International/National Seminars & Workshops
- Tutorials for Lean Construction Practitioners

For more details or member registration enquiries, contact: Hrishikesh Joshi: hjoshi@ilce.in OR Santhosh Jayarajan: sjayarajan@ilce.in
Address: SP Center, 41/44 Minoo Desai Marg, Colaba, Mumbai - 400006 India
RECOVER RECYCLE REBUILD

Mumbai alone produces 1500 metric tonnes of construction debris everyday! Development does not have to come at the cost of the environment.

Introducing TUFF Recycled Concrete Blocks & Pavers

Godrej Construction brings you Tuff Recycled Concrete Blocks and Pavers, made using recovered concrete debris from demolition sites. Manufactured at our state-of-the-art facility at Vikhroli, Mumbai, these blocks and pavers are stronger, more durable, and benefit the environment in the longer term.
Shapoorji Pallonji & Company Private Limited.
Engineering & Construction
SP Center, 41/44, Minoo Desai Marg, Colaba, Mumbai – 400005.
(T) +91-22-6749 0000 (F) +91-22-66338176
www.shapoorji.in / email: bd@shapoorji.com

- Hospitality
- Commercial
- Educational

- Healthcare
- Residential
- Stadiums

- Industrial
- Water
- Steel & Power

Over 150 Years of Construction Excellence
Building a New Tomorrow

You cannot answer tomorrow's challenges with today's capabilities. The future will seek those who can build big, build fast, build smart.

At L&T Construction, we have the experience and the expertise to turn challenge into opportunity.

We are ranked among the world's top international contractors. Our track record extends across the globe.

At project after project, we have demonstrated the ability to meet the most demanding requirements of speed, scale and complexity.

Team L&T has on board industry's finest talent. Skilled, trained and experienced, every member of the team is committed to leveraging advanced construction technology to energize a collective vision - building a new tomorrow.
ACHIEVING EXCELLENCE IN INFRASTRUCTURE CONSTRUCTION THROUGH INNOVATION

Fastest hill-road project in National Highway Authority of India’s history

Africa’s fastest port project in Gabon

Eight-lane, 750-m-long bridge over river Ganges in a record 18 months

First underground Metro station in India built without foreign JV

India’s longest jetty and largest container terminal

India’s largest underground Metro station in Chennai

One of the world’s deepest ports in Oman

AFCONS INFRASTRUCTURE LTD IS THE FLAGSHIP INFRASTRUCTURE CONSTRUCTION COMPANY OF THE SHAPOORJI PALLONJI GROUP

4,500+ lane km of roads

180+ marine works

100+ km elevated & underground Metro Rail

40+ overseas projects

Approx $300mn worth strategic equipment

AFCONS INFRASTRUCTURE LIMITED

Afcons House; 16, Shah Industrial Estate; Veera Desai Road; Azadnagar, Andheri (W); Mumbai - 400 053; India.
Tel No: +91(0)22 67191000; Fax: +91(0) 22 2673 0028/0047/1031;
CIN:U45200MH1976PLC019335; Website: www.afcons.com
With Best Compliments from

KEF KATERRA

34, KEF House
Embassy Diamante
Ground Floor
Vittal Mallya Road, D' Souza Layout, Ashok Nagar
Bengaluru, 560001
India
Control throughout the structural workflow at your fingertips

Accurate, reliable information, as detailed as you need and always available, is necessary for a successful structural workflow. With Tekla software, your constructive design will promote error-free fabrication and successful construction. Welcome productive workflows and happy clients.

www.tekla.com

Trimble Solutions India Pvt Ltd
Mumbai: +91 22 63387777 | Bengaluru: +91 80 4467 1546
New Delhi: +91 11 5624300 | Chennai: +91 44 6609 4700
Write to us at: tekla.marketing.india@trimble.com

VISIT US AT BOOTH #10

TRULY CONSTRUCTIBLE.
RATILAL BHAGWANDAS CONSTRUCTION COMPANY
RATILAL BHAGWANDAS CONSTRUCTION CO. PVT. LTD.

R. B. ENGINEERING SERVICES
INDUSTRIAL CIVIL & TURN-KEY CONTRACTORS


FERRERO INDIA PVT. LTD., BARAMATI, PUNE

FORBES MARSHALL PVT. LTD., CHAKAN, PUNE

GODREJ & BOYCE MFG. CO. LTD., TAL - KHALAPUR

SCHINDLER INDIA PVT. LTD., CHAKAN, PUNE

. . . The hands that created above masterpieces

RATILAL BHAGWANDAS CONSTRUCTION COMPANY
RATILAL BHAGWANDAS CONSTRUCTION CO. PVT. LTD.

R. B. ENGINEERING SERVICES
Engineers & Contractors
(An ISO 9001:2015 Certified Company)

Regd. Office:
Mumbai – Pune Road, Nr. Phugewadi Octroi Post, Pune - 411 012, INDIA
Tel.: +91 20 2714 7913, E-mail: rb@ratilal.in
CIN: U70101MH1990PTC059577

A10
SMART OFFICES NEEDS SMART RAILINGS

Q-railing brings in a DUO LINE railing system, a modern industrial design baluster post railing system, combination of anthracite grey baluster and stainless steel handrail, brings striking looks with loading design for commercial premises. Appropriate for both indoor & outdoor use.

- For Indoor / Outdoor use
- Top mount, fascia mount & in-floor fixing
- For Glass & crossbar infill railings
- Material: Scratch-resistant balusters with anthracite grey powder coated Aluminum.
- Designed for loading of 1KN

Contact us # sales@q-railing.in / +91 22 4097 8800
Comprehensiveness and evolving updation is the prerequisite of any successful endeavor and that has been the motto of Master Builder as well. We are the official magazine partner of the Buildmat. Masterbuilder represents a culmination of experience and entrepreneurial spirit. We deliver contemporary, lively, cutting edge articles and technical papers with specific and unparalleled relevance to the Indian civil engineering, contractor, consultant, and architect and builder communities.

Our high editorial standards together with its most comprehensive and topical coverage by industry specialists have made the Masterbuilder as the most referred and circulated construction magazine in the country. Buildmat is one of the biggest construction for the construction and we would mark our presence in the event.
With Best Compliments from
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Abstract
The prevalence of cost overruns in public sector construction projects in South Africa has been observed. This has been attributed to inept approaches to cost management within these projects. The prior study by the authors has made sense of these observations in an understanding of existing cost management approaches. Accordingly, this study seeks to identify Lean opportunities from existing cost management practices. Such opportunities will enable identification of effective cost management during project delivery. Adopting a qualitative case study research design, the study relies on data obtained from a purposively selected list of interviews from a cadre of cases, i.e., recently completed public sector construction projects in South Africa. These interviews will be juxtaposed with evidence from project-related documents. Based on the data, the study will provide a vignette of lean-led cost management frameworks applied to these projects. Encompassing various stages of the project delivery lifecycle, this vignette will enable an identification lean cost management on these projects. Subsequently, the vignette will be validated by interviewees. The expectation is that findings from this study will provide a brief picture of cost management frameworks and enable the introduction of probable lean-based solutions to reverse this unbecoming trend.

Introduction
Cost management processes of infrastructure projects are still fragmented in nature.

Need For Study
- Costs are still managed in Isolation
- Collaborative costing needs a structured approach

Objectives
- To produce a vignette of lean led cost management framework
- To illustrate coordination

Methods
- A qualitative research design, from a coterie of recently completed cases of the public sector in South Africa.
- The document analysis data were supplemented with 15 semi-structured interviews data collected from project actors in the selected cases.
- Interviews were recorded and transcribed using thematic analysis.
- Interviewees were requested to discuss their processes of designing and cost management in the pre-contract stage through to appointment of the contractor

Table No. 1 and 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PROJECT INFORMATION Project1</th>
<th>PROJECT INFORMATION Project2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Department</td>
<td>Department</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project Name</td>
<td>New Primary School</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Town</td>
<td>Bothaville</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date of site handover</td>
<td>02 October 2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Actual start date</td>
<td>02 October 2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Completion date</td>
<td>29 May 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Actual completion date</td>
<td>29 May 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contract Amount</td>
<td>R28 152 536.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final Amount</td>
<td>R32 076 700.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overrun amount</td>
<td>R3 275 734.81</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Results
- Lean opportunities identified from the coterie of projects of schools were they utilized Design-Build method. One project performed well in terms of time and cost, and the other performed completely bad on the same parameters.
- Other two projects has the similar results with one performing well and the other bad when compared to the same parameters of cost and time. However, the difference is the two hospital projects employed design-bid-build system. Figure 2 below is a foundation framework utilized to convince respondents on how lean has performed on similar projects and how has obtained significant improvements in project performance.

Figure No. 2

Discussion
Lean practitioners are welcome by the respondents, as they are successfully utilized lean in two hospital projects. The procedures of the research was to conduct interviews with the aim of collecting the data and to transcribe them. Although the interviews were conducted, a significant amount of data was lost due to human errors. The interviews comprised of 15 semi-structured interviews, and responses were transcribed. The results were compared to the findings of a similar study that was conducted in the same environment. The results showed similarities between the two studies, with lean practitioners being welcomed and utilized in two hospital projects. However, in the previous study, the practitioners were not fully convinced to implement Lean. The results obtained in this study showed that Lean practitioners are still not convinced to implement Lean, and there is a need for more research to be conducted in this area.
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A LEAN E-GOVERNANCE APPROACH TO MITIGATE CORRUPTION WITHIN OFFICIAL PROCESSES IN THE CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY

Alaa Daramsis, Karim Faour, Lynn Richa Abdel Ahad, Ghadeer Salami and Farook Hamzeh,
American University of Beirut

Abstract

One of the factors that subject the schedule to delays is the official processes performed at the public sector. Lebanon is a country where officials processes run at suboptimal levels and delay the day-to-day activities of citizens and their projects. The concept of applying lean methods to mitigate this corruption is promising; as this is the first study in Lebanon to address this issue by employing a lean perspective. The aim of this paper is to analyze, assess, and formulate frameworks of official processes based on interviews conducted with professionals in the field who have experienced unexplained delays in their construction documents. In addition, this study develops a tailored e-governance strategy that would effectively lead to a lean revamp in the public sector in terms of service quality, transparency, and reliability. Moreover, it serves as the theoretical foundation for the transformational shift in the official processes in the Lebanon.

Introduction

Lean cities are those who apply lean principles to maximize citizens’ value-added services and eliminate waste from their processes (Quintana, 2017). The need for a study is that in Lebanon the cost of the state estimated at $800 million a year (TI, 2016).

• Corruption in Lebanon is costing the state an estimated $800 million a year (TI, 2016).
• 49 percent of Lebanese people offer bribes to speed up transactions (Awada, 2014).

Construction documents are consequently being delayed with higher costs.

Objectives

• E-governance via digitizing governmental systems provides a tool that enables the control over the process and allows the integration of lean principles: remove waste, achieve transparency, raise problems to the surface.

Methods

• Exploratory research about corruption within official processes in Lebanon
• Short interviews to determine the current process steps and the impact of document delays on the construction projects
• Interviews with construction engineers and a document tracker that has been working in the field for more than 30 years

Table No. 1: Survey of Governmental Inefficiency Effects

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Process affected by governmental procedures</th>
<th>Types of waste</th>
<th>Root Cause of problem</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Request to connect to municipal pipe network for water in a new construction site</td>
<td>Time, money (employee keeps on delaying the service until contractor offers a bribe)</td>
<td>No proper supervision; government employees have the power to delay work and get bribes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Negative iterations in the approval process of project design</td>
<td>Time, design resources, rework</td>
<td>Unclear guidelines (wicked); intentions of engineers to trigger designers to pay them to stop drawing referral</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Municipal permits required for bank loans</td>
<td>Time, money</td>
<td>The municipality was tight on budget, exploited its authority by delaying the process till contractor pays them money</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Getting permits for construction</td>
<td>Time, money (if one employs a person from the inside, it would take half the time)</td>
<td>Inefficient process, with lots of inventory, variability, and bureaucracy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 Permit to modify an existing facility</td>
<td>Time (the document requires one week but extended to a month)</td>
<td>No supervision or transparency, the employee manipulated his job for personal issues with the engineer</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Results

<LEAN IT STRATEGY: This foundation is in the form of an Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) System that breaks down barriers in terms of information silos and enables the swift and real-time transfer of information between different governmental entities involved. Lebanese ministries always have interdisciplinary work among them that requires them to connect with each other in an efficient manner. Thus, an ERP system would be essential to maintain a proper flow of information among them.

• PHASES OF LEAN IT

Discussion

• It is very important to take into consideration the design for a lean behavioral strategy that will institutionalize a cultural change. A global approach must be taken that aims to positively shift the mindset of public employees, making them potential agents of change in terms of the quality and reliability of the government services they perform.

Conclusions

In conclusion, it is fair to say that change will not come easily when it comes to changing the culture and mentality of Lebanese government employees, but it is only in adopting and staying committed to long-term lean strategies that will give us the opportunity to mitigate the amount of corruption in official processes. These strategies will start by removing inefficiencies of current procedures to end with improved processes that would keep improving with time. By that, we would elevate the standards and transparency within the Lebanese Construction Industry in a way that would motivate other industries to adopt such a lean mentality, and in return, advance at both a personal level as well as a country-wide level through promoting a sense of reliability and authenticity of work.
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LEAN FORMWORK
Chien-Ho Ko (ko@mail.npust.edu.tw) and Jiu-De Ko
Pingtung Tech, Lean Construction Institute-Taiwan, Lean Construction Institute-Asia

Abstract
Formwork materials and worker pay are one of the main expenditures in reinforced-concrete structures. Formwork engineering is thus one main factor impacting project success. In current practice, formwork construction including non-value-adding activities results rework and inventory waste. The aim of the paper is to adopt the lean manufacturing ideas to reduce unnecessary waste in the formwork engineering. A lean formwork construction model is developed to achieve this goal. In the lean formwork construction model, an on-site quality control culture is established by using Andon. Using the Andon system, form workers could receive support right away when problem occurs. Moreover, using Andon, operations in formwork engineering are pulled using the Kanban system to lower mold inventory level and create a continuous formwork construction flow. To validate the feasibility of the lean formwork model, a real case is tested. Experimental data demonstrate the developed method could banish unnecessary worker-hours in the formwork's operational flow and enhance formwork’s value.

Introduction
Formwork operations depend heavily on teamwork. However, ageing workers may deteriorate productivity. This worker structural problem directly impact project delivery, quality, and cost. Various studies have proven that lean construction could provide the construction industry with an alternative management philosophy.

Objective
The purpose of this research is to applying the lean manufacturing to eliminate waste in formwork engineering.

Formwork Operation Process
Formwork operational process includes the following 10 steps, namely: 1) planning and designing, 2) shop drawing preparation, 3) material preparation, 4) mold machining, 5) setting out, 6) formwork assembly, 7) inspection, 8) monitoring and remedy of concrete pouring, 9) stripping, and 10) re-supporting of formwork.

Lean Formwork
Currently, the general contractor, formwork subcontractor, and third party of the project work individually. Such team work culture without an integral plan results waste of waiting between subcontractors due to poor coordination. Analyzed results show that the current formwork construction flow contains waste of motion. Main reason is that the formwork foreman does not plan the construction site layout ahead. Therefore, the waste of motions such as walk, search, and wait occur while assembling, machining, and transporting molds. Furthermore, the construction instruction is orally expressed by the formwork foreman. Formwork workers may receive incomplete production information. Moreover, the formwork team generally lacks of on-site quality control concept. Assistance cannot be obtained when workers have doubts in the construction process. These reasons may generate waste of making defective products.
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THE ROLE OF SLACK IN STANDARDIZED WORK IN CONSTRUCTION: AN EXPLORATORY STUDY
Marcus C.T. Fireman, Tarcísio A. Saurin, Carlos T. Formoso - (marcus@climbgroup.com.br)
Building Innovation Research Unit (NORIE - UFRGS/BR)

Abstract
Standardized work (SW) is a type of action-oriented procedure that sets a basis for continuous improvement in the Toyota Production System. However, the usefulness and applicability of this practice to construction is still unclear. Furthermore, while some studies have addressed the key elements of SW, the role played by the concept of slack as a fundamental element of operations design is rarely discussed in an explicit way. This is a drawback since slack resources allow for the system to cope with variability from different sources. Considering the context of the construction industry, the aim of this study is to carry out an exploratory investigation of the role played by slack in SW.

Introduction
This paper explores the role played by slack in SW when applied in construction, and it is based on the assumption that slack is relevant for SW because it can be used to absorb variability from different sources.

Need For Study
• SW requires a certain basic stability of production processes, which is difficult to be achieved in construction projects.
• In lean literature, the concept of slack has been explicitly addressed only in terms of time, capacity and inventory of materials.

Objectives
• To highlight the role of slack as a basic element of SW in construction.
• To identify which slack strategies play a key role to coping with variability arising from the preconstruction of a construction task.

Background
What is Slack?
• A mechanism for reducing interdependencies and minimizing the possibility of one process affecting another (Safayeni and Purdy, 1991).
• If not by design or opportunistic intentional use, any resource can contribute to slack in a certain context, since it provides protection against variability sources (Saurin and Werle, 2017).

Relationship between slack resources and the basic elements of SW

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table No. 1</th>
<th>Slack resources</th>
<th>Variability approach</th>
<th>Variability</th>
<th>Statistical tools</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Takt Time</td>
<td>Cycle time for a process should be calculated as 80% of Takt time to ensure that any difference in setup time or performance of workers or machines can be absorbed (Roever and Harris, 2002).</td>
<td>Internal variability</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Takt Time</td>
<td>Toyota assembly lines operate in two eight-hour work shifts with a four-hour interval between them. This interval allows for Toyota to increase capacity whenever the production quotas for a shift are not met in normal working time (Hopp and Spearman, 2006).</td>
<td>Internal variability</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Work-in-Process stocks</td>
<td>The stock of available raw materials that are planned for protection from disruption in the flow of the product (Martin and Bell, 2011).</td>
<td>Internal variability</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Strategies for deployment slack in construction

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table No. 2</th>
<th>Strategy</th>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>Examples of application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Redundancy  | It is subdivided into four sub-categories: (i) standby redundancy, which is redundant resources that are not immediately involved in the task at hand; (ii) active redundancy, which means redundant resources that are involved in the task at hand; (iii) duplication of functions, and (iv) redundant procedures or redundant inspections across process stages. | 1. Redundant equipment/tools
             2. Creating formal or even informal leadership to support lower level authority when necessary. |
| Work in Progress | Refers to stocks of raw materials, partially finished products and finished products. | 1. Several simultaneous work zones
             2. Stock of materials |
| Margin of maneuver | It is characterized by autonomous or coordinated strategies that create margins through reorganization of resources. | 1. Multifunctional workforce
             2. Layouts that allow different trades to share space and change space for inventories and flow of workers when necessary
             3. Capacity and time buffer |
| Cognitive diversity | Refers to divergence in analytical perspectives among members of an organization. | 1. Supervisors allow for experienced workers to substitute for operators to improve when the action adopted is consistent with the overall goals of the process |

Other subter instances of slack resources in Lean Production (Saurin, 2017)
• The use of multifunctional and cross-trained workers;
• The concept of “help chain”;
• Cognitive slack like the consideration of several alternatives for solving complex problems or the ”set based design” strategy for development;

Methods
• The approach of this paper is theoretical, and the analysis is mostly based on a matrix that checks strategies for the deployment of slack resources against sources of variability in construction.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table No. 3</th>
<th>Variability of preconditions for a construction task</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Strategies</td>
<td>Variability of preconditions for a construction task</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Redundancy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Work in Progress</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Margin of maneuver</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cognitive diversity</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control slack</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Conclusions
• Results indicate that SW, in construction, should account for a broader range of slack resources than manufacturing.
• The matrix indicates that, although the strategy of using WIP may be the most known, it needs to be jointly applied with other strategies to support SW in construction.
• This matrix also makes it possible to identify that two slack strategies (i.e. margin of maneuver and redundancy) play a key role to coping with variability arising from the preconditions of a construction task.
• Thus, these two strategies of slack should probably be explicitly incorporated into the list of basic elements of SW in construction.
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FACTORS AFFECTING IMPLEMENTATION OF LEAN CONSTRUCTION
Olav Torp (olav.torp@ntnu.no), Jens Biermann Knutsen and Ingeborg Rønneberg
Norwegian University of Science and Technology

Abstract

Research has shown advantages an organization can obtain by implementing lean methodology. However, when implementing new philosophies like Lean Construction, there are always some challenges to overcome. The authors of this paper have worked with implementation of lean principles in a Norwegian contractor company. The contractor is split into several sister companies or divisions. Some of the divisions have succeeded in implementing lean, while others have not succeeded well. The authors will evaluate what factors that have affected the implementation. The research methodology used is case study. Research from the case study will address how to overcome challenges related to the implementation process in similar cases.

Introduction

There will always be challenges to overcome when implementing lean principles and tools.

Need for Study

• Increased interests for implementation of lean principles and tools.
• Challenges are met when implementation of lean
• Contractor companies are divided in different divisions, and sometimes sister companies.
• What factors affect implementation in the different sister companies, and how could we overcome the challenges?

Objectives

• Identify factors affecting the implementation of lean in a construction contractor holding company, and its underlying sister companies.

Methods

The case contractor company is the case we are doing research on. It consists of a holding company with 12 widely geographically spread sister companies (each a “division”). The divisions are acquired over a period of 40 years. The divisions are responsible for their day-to-day operations.

The case organization is currently in the middle of an implementation process with lean and is already well anchored in the company’s strategy.

The case study is based on a literature review, as well as interviews, observations, a questionnaire, document studies and informal conversations with people involved in the process, both internally and externally.

To get knowledge about the implementation process in the holding company, the first step was in-depth interviews with 3 key stakeholders in the holding company and with the external consultant, an expert on lean implementation involved in the implementation process. To get knowledge about the situation in the sister companies and in the projects, a questionnaire together with in-depth interviews with key personnel in some of the sister companies was performed.

The questionnaire was sent to seven sister companies that already had started implementing lean. 151 persons were asked to answer the questionnaire, where 123 answered the questionnaire.

Results

• Holding Company findings
  • The aim of the organization is that by 2019 lean construction should be the way they do things.
  • Due to absence of any desperate need to change, the organization has the possibility to progress in a healthy manner.
  • The organization faced lack of internal competence on lean construction. Therefore, a consultant company was hired. The consultant company developed a roadmap for the implementation.
  • The roadmap is like a guiding tool to finally transform the organization into a self-driven one, searching for continuous improvements.

• Sister Company findings
  • It is highly important to get manager’s and key-personnel’s attention.
  • The consulting firm maps out on which process they should start their improvement work with help of a process-mapping tool.
  • Large differences between the divisions, much based on willingness to change.
  • Two of the divisions with most successful implementation processes thus far both have had a feeling of urgency for change and an internal driving force behind implementation.

• Project Level findings
  • 90% of the employees know why Lean Construction is implemented, 15% of the employees did not have enough information about Lean, 20% did not have enough information about the implementation process.
  • The companies where projects became more productive after implementing Lean are the same companies that most often use Lean Construction elements in their organization and projects.

Conclusions

Through literature search, interviews with the holding company, the questionnaire and interviews with five of the sister companies, important factors for successful implementation were identified. For successful implementation of Lean Construction in a holding company with its sister companies, the following factors are important:

• Implementation starts with the holding company with top management support through the sister company and its management and down to the projects
• Information and communication around the implementation and the lean principles, from the holding company, through the sister companies down to the project level is important
• Showing success from early adopters in the implementation is an advantage
• If use of external facilitator, support with resources both from the holding company and the sister company is necessary, building internal competence to use when the consultant company is no longer there
• Marking of victories and recognition of successes along the way, both at holding company level, sister company level and at the project level is important
• Establishing a forum for exchange of experiences between the holding company, the sister companies and the projects will give good support on all levels.
Towards Identifying Making-Do as Lead Waste in Refurbishment Projects
Neve, H.H. and Wandahl, S. (hn@eng.au.dk)
Aarhus University – Department of Engineering, Denmark

Abstract

The aim of this research has been to identify Making-Do in refurbishment projects and the reasons behind it. A case study research approach has been used to collect data by actively participating in weekly Last Planner System meetings, observing work in progress on-site on three projects and conducting work sampling studies on six trades. The research showed that Making-Do is highly likely to be both the prevailing and lead waste form in all of the three cases, and that insufficient management of production was the main cause. This was found by firstly identifying an overlap between known impacts of Making-Do from literature and the most occurring negative impacts observed in the cases. Secondly, finding that talking generally contained the biggest potential for being reduced and that this potential had an apparent correlation with Making-Do.

Methods

Three social housing refurbishment projects were followed for 12, 8 and 8 weeks respectively.

Case facts
Case 1: 297 apartments, basement to 2
Case 2: 291 apartments, basement to 2
Case 3: 601 apartments, basement to 3

The methods applied: 1) interviews and observations and 2) work-sampling (WS)

Figure No. 1 – Categories in WS-study

Results

The results from this case study consist of interviews and observations including PPC measurements and a WS-study of six different trades

Results from interviews and observations
1- Insufficient planning leads to talking
2-High frequency in Making-Do events
3- PPC: case 1: 54%, case 2: 46% & case 3: 60%

Results from work sampling study

Figure No. 3

Discussion

Causality in refurbishment projects

WS-study, Interviews and observation

Identify potential
Insufficient Control and Planning

Starting of activities missing at least one flow
Making-Do events occurs
Unnecessary talking among trades
Talking contains the apparent largest optimization potential
Making-Do is highly likely to be the prevailing and lead waste in refurbishment projects.

Conclusions

The conclusion presents an theoretical optimization programme based on feedback from each trade observed in WS-study and PPC levels from literature. Feedback from trades were obtained by asking each trade to assess how much time each category required if PPC were stabilized on 100% and site logistics enhanced. To identify a realistic achievable PPC level 10 studies were analyzed finding that a PPC level on 75% is realistic if lean tools as LPS are used. The numbers are plotted in figure 4 with production (Direct-Work) on the x-axis and PPC on the y-axis.
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Abstract
Visual management (VM) is instrumental in implementing lean construction philosophy and principles. The lack of communication and sharing of information among construction professionals in construction projects hinders workflow. This poster introduces a mobile application, SyncLean, inspired by the virtual Obeya room of Toyota Production Systems (TPS) to ease the transfer of information between site personnel. SyncLean’s features will ensure the application is relevant to the very last planner on construction sites and will support collaborative value-adding, waste-minimizing work. The application prototype mobile interface was tested by users and the impact of this application will be later tested by surveying site personnel of various positions for the application’s impact.

Introduction
The availability and reliability of mobile phones provide an already existing platform for implementing the mobile application, “SyncLean”, proposed in this paper, that will utilize Information Technology and Lean philosophy in the favor of the construction industry. SyncLean will employ visual management tools to help improve construction site workflow, quality and safety by incorporating the latter into a mobile application.

Need For SyncLean
• Delays in most if not all construction projects.
• Accessible application that holds Lean features to improve site performance.

Objectives
• Improve construction site work flow.
• Reduce waste and idle time.

Methods
The research process will consist of assessing the need for such an application through the review of literature, developing the application interphase and testing of the application features and effectiveness on a small student community and some accessible site personnel.

Features
This application will provide (1) the description, constraints, progress of tasks, hazards associated to these tasks and the option to add emergent tasks, (2) a weekly or biweekly look-ahead schedule that can be updated from upstream and downstream, (3) access to user documents like site plans, drawings and methods of statement, (5) a communication system consisting of messages and tap-to-talk, (6) an Andon system for any problems that pop up and (7) other useful analytical features.

Results
The application was tested by a small student community at the American University of Beirut and the results turned to be mostly positive. Users praised several aspects, mainly the task hazards tab, the Andon/notification system, and the analytical features that automatically generate metrics. The users also reported the ease of use of SyncLean, and the simple design that ensures a fast learning/adaptation process.

Discussion
As for the application itself, Alarcon et al. (2013) state that managing information is critical for organizational performance, and that information networks are vital for value generation (Alarcon et al., 2013). SyncLean, being the center of construction site information sharing will make way for value generation through accessibility to the Last Planner. Not only will the mobile application provide easy accessibility, but also shorter communication time between the site personnel and decision-making entities through its communication features and virtual Andon system. Hamzeh et al. (2012) state that an agile response to unexpected problems is ensured through shortening the previously mentioned communication time. By achieving a more reliable workflow on site, through SyncLean, schedule performance will be significantly affected.

Conclusions
To conclude, the theoretical analysis for the need of SyncLean is but a step in the course of fully implementing this application in a construction project. Much work is yet to be done however, in terms of fully developing this application and testing it on real ongoing projects. Next steps would be to release a final build of the application that would then be implemented into a construction site for study. Full implementation would serve as a case study that would uncover the weaknesses of SyncLean and show through quantitative analysis whether it would benefit a project.
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This work presents an approach to answer the question of what is the level of value-adding activities that infrastructure projects usually operates. Considering the Lean Construction concepts, waste definitions and Value Stream Mapping, added to an Operational Excellence perspective, it brings the result of nine infrastructure projects conducted by a consultancy company in seven Brazilian Construction Companies.

Methods

The data collection comprises two phases of the Workshops: (a) Analysis/Diagnosis and (b) Kaizen Workshop. Analysis/Diagnosis:

In this phase is mapped the VSM for the main activity and the Gemba and waste analysis is conducted: the 7 wastes defined by Ohno are used as references. In order to identify wastes and their impacts, the following tools are used:

(a) Gemba-Walk, which consists of observing and finding evidence of the aforementioned wastes;
(b) Multi Moment Analysis (MMA), a count of people who add value or for some of the types of the seven wastes, an analysis of several consecutive intervals of time;

Kaizen Workshop:

7-phase Workshop, where in the third step the project team go deeper in the VSM analyses and after the process has been mapped and the value stream has been clarified, the Workshop team engages on field-work in order to identify and quantify failures and wastes. The team is split up to cover some formats of analysis that include: Identifying the seven wastes; a spaghetti diagram; a MMA for periods of at least 30 minutes of observation.

Results

The consultants developed over 1090 observations in a total period of 72 observation hours and more than 890 manhour considering the total of frontline workers on-site in each observation. Considering the critical path identified in the VSM the main operations observed that Steel assembly, frames and concrete represent the highest amount of observation time (representing 67% of the total time).

The level of value-adding activities is shown in Figure 1.

Discussion and Conclusions

- The results show that 57% the construction activities observed did not add value (69% and 65% on Intracity B and Highway B respectively). Being able to understand this level of waste, promote critical change actions is a fundamental stage in the performance improvement process, cost savings and a leaner construction management.
- The perception, identification and presentation of the level of wastes and non-value-adding activities to the Construction Companies managers brought a new managing attitude toward planning, control and understand their on-site activities.
- By implementing the described methodology even companies with high technical level and management team with extensive experience in infrastructure works, are unaware of a high level of non-value-adding activities. It is also clear to conclude that as more organized, prepared, planned, and controlled the activity is, better level of value-adding may be found.
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Abstract

The principles and practices of Value Stream Mapping (VSM) and Building Information Modelling (BIM) benefit construction process, however, there are limited studies that elucidate their synergies and demonstrate the value for teaching Lean in construction management programs. To this end, the process of conversion of 2-dimensional (2D) design drawings to a 3D building information model of a construction project was foremost captured through VSM technique in an experimental study consisting of 4 student teams. The action learning methodology helped to reinforce the VSM technique in teaching lean and allowed the students to present appropriate opportunities for improvement.

Introduction

The benefit of Lean practices in the construction industry, has currently promoted teaching Lean in the curriculum of construction management programs worldwide.

Need for the Study

VSM visually maps a process and identifies areas for possible improvement. However, it is directly applicable on assembly line operations in a manufacturing industry, an environment where the civil engineering students may not be familiar with, and therefore require experiential learning. Further, construction management students, find it difficult to grasp the abstract concepts of ‘waste’, ‘value’, ‘process’, ‘conversion’ and ‘flow’ of activities that are analogous to Lean manufacturing (Nofera et al., 2015; Pellicer & Ponz-Tienda, 2014; Hirota & Formsa, 1998).

Objectives

• To demonstrate, VSM technique can minimize waste in the production of 3D BIM from 2D design drawings
• To enhance team building capacity of students.

Methods

- VSM is process oriented, thus an action-based learning methodology was adopted (Stringer, 1999).
- A synthetic experiment was conducted with post-graduate students having background in civil, mechanical and electrical engineering for a period of 1 week. 4 student teams with 5 students each were involved in producing 3D BIM in Revit® Architecture and MEP of a construction project with 5 main tasks: foundation, structural framing, architecture and interiors, plumbing and electrical.
- VSM steps followed include: a) determining the appropriate process, b) creating the current state map, c) determining the appropriate inputs for improvement, d) creating the future state map, and e) determining improvement methods and initiate action plans (Tapping et al., 2002).
- Lean metrics - Takt time, cycle time, process time, lead time, defective rate and total value added time. Value parameters - improved process efficiency and quality.

Results and Discussions

Figure 3: VSM – Current State Map

Kaizen Efforts and Team Reflections:
- Lack of sufficient information in the drawing – led to waiting time
- Review activity – non-value added but necessary activity
- Errors, structural clashes such as column in ramp (figure 4), beam-column structural clash, plumbing lines and masonry clash, all these led to rework, wasted time
- Lack of constructability check during handover leading to rework
- Redundant information exchange due to lack of coordination
- Entire process observed as push based instead of a pull system
- Standardization on level of detail – reason for over production
- BIM model heavily front loaded – rework difficult and time consuming
- Rework due to non-value added tasks such as coordinate system
- Lack of version control – inexperience

Figure 4: Errors/Defects in Model

Recommendations for future state VSM:
- Synchronize the output with Takt time
- Standardize work procedures to avoid rework such as level of details and types of handrail, staircase etc.
- Restructure work where needed to improve flow, avoid waiting for information by: a) introduction of a coordinator at the beginning and end of sequence to review input/output, b) incorporate BIM plan (pull)
- Quality control efforts through self-checks/checklists reduced the defects
- Average cycle time reduced to 12.5 hrs.

Conclusions

- This experiment reinforced the value of VSM technique in identifying and minimizing waste in BIM process through experiential learning.
- In specific, it increased commitment, transparency and coordination amongst the actors apart from enhancing team building skills.
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ABSTRACT

The origins of lean production are reviewed and a claim made that it is a new form of productive management that is better than ever before. This is supported by two examples of lean initiatives described in comparison with conventional alternatives.
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Definition

"An exact statement or description of the nature, scope, or meaning of something"

"An operational definition provides unambiguous measurement criteria."

Limitations

"There is no agreement about what is not a systematic review of the literature, not the whole of our community nor some new representative issue that existed at the moment.

... and there is a problem:

There is no robust explanation for lean — Lean Rocks!

... with some agreement that there should be a definition

Criteria

- Differentiate — and so exclude those who practice traditionally
- Be operational
- Clearly defined — at least as possible and as simple
- Avoid communication problems
- Make it easier to teach, harder to make
- More open to discussion, constant
- Make it easier to define overall goals of the enterprise

Method

I asked our community for their favourite answer to "What is Lean Construction?" via:

- LinkedIn poll
- Facebook poll
- Email to the ISIC stream

... and there is agreement that there should be a definition

findings

Some in our community have an explicit definition of lean construction.

There is no shared or agreed definition.

It may be more helpful to think about the purpose of lean construction.

There is no agreement about whether or not there should be a definition.

Background

Many have complained about the lack of an agreed definition

This study reports a simple survey to collect definitions in use within our community.

It includes an incomplete review of definitions used in the formal & informal lean construction literature.

Summary

There is no agreement about whether we should have a definition.

Lean construction is continually evolving.

On the absence of a definition

"Lean does not have an agreed definition, it has numerous, ... this is the subject of discussions between academics, professionals. Not having a clear definition has not stopped Lean from being ... applied in motor manufacturing.

"The ... problem in introducing Lean Construction in Japan is [the] definition is not clear. [Insecure 2017]

Some definitions in-use

- "A new way of managing projects based on two theories, the Value-Flow-Operations [VFO] theory that puts schedule and logistics before budget & work, and chaos theory that introduces pull logistics through Last Planner. -- Han 2016

- "A management principle that stimulates continuous learning and improvement and supports cooperation. -- Suen 2016

- "Lean = the design of slack. -- John Baker, email

- "... principally the management of learning and commitment. -- John Baker, email

- "The elimination of waste, particularly waste of time. -- John Baker's favourite, email

- "A collaborative, proactive, transparent, and involving environment, focusing on an optimal production flow for the end product, systematically & visually using combined work and plan processes, cross-functionally keeping the bigger picture in mind. -- Hans Thomas Holm, LinkedIn

- "A way of thinking to create more value for the customer with fewer resources, focus on flow, continuous improvement and value for the customer. -- Ansar, email

- "Exactly what the customer wants, ... when they want it, with nothing in store. -- Pushkar Parmar, email

- "Synchronised harmony. -- Christine Pascou, email

- "An application to construction of a management perspective defined by the ideal: it pursues, the principles followed in pursuit of the ideal, & the methods used to implement the principles. -- Ballard 2012 & others

- "Lean Construction is system thinking, respecting people, pursuing continuous improvement, & so much more. -- Tamman 2018

For more definitions and full references go to the paper.
**LAMINATED TIMBER versus on-site cast CONCRETE: a comparative study**
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**Introduction**

Veidekke AS, one of the largest contractors in Scandinavia, has a strategy to acquire knowledge on and gain a competitive advantage by building environmentally friendly buildings. Veidekke was using both Cross Laminated Timber (CLT) and on-site cast concrete to construct two apartment buildings at the same building site in Trondheim, Norway, in a comparable setting. The contractor used the Lean method Collaborative Planning (CP), a Last Planner adaption, during design and construction. They also used Takt Planning for the construction planning. This provided a unique opportunity to research both on Lean construction and buildings in CLT.

**What is CLT?**

CLT elements are prefabricated with high precision in modern factory settings. Several advantages are associated with such prefabrication of CLT (Smith et al. 2017). Less material waste on the building site, element accuracy due to prefabrication, reduced on-site construction time and usage of lower quality timber in structural elements are among them. CLT consist of multi-layered panels made of construction timber (Buck et al. 2015). The layers are arranged with the fibers perpendicular to the neighboring layer and glued together.

**Need for Study**

- The fifth assessment report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change confirms with 95% certainty that global warming is caused by anthropogenic greenhouse gas emissions. It is estimated that 18% of the global CO₂ emissions are directly or indirectly generated by the building sector and is projected to increase by 50-150% by mid-century.
- Builder experience with mass timber in general and CLT in particular is limited and not widely known.

**Objectives**

The objective of this study was to investigate how Lean measures like Last Planner and Takt influence the construction process when new and green materials like CLT are introduced. To answer this objective, the following three research questions were formulated:

1. What are the differences between construction in cross laminated timber (CLT) and on-site cast concrete?
2. What pros and cons are associated with the use of CLT?
3. How can contractors improve construction with CLT?

**Methods**

An initial literature review was conducted on the topic “mass timber”. The aim was to map the state of the art from a project management point of view in relation to construction in mass timber. This study used a case study approach, collecting data from three sources:

- Three direct observations were conducted in design meetings. A role as a participating, but passive, observer was used.
- Five respondents from the main contractor and seven respondents from the subcontractors were interviewed.
- A document study was conducted based on the available and relevant documents in the online project hotel of the main contractor.

**Results and Discussions**

During this case study some significant differences were identified. Three categories of differences between construction in CLT and on-site cast concrete were identified by the respondents in this study, listed in the table below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Due to mass timber</th>
<th>Due to new material</th>
<th>New construction issues</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Expanded concrete beams in CLT</td>
<td>Level of uncertainty in concept development and cost estimate</td>
<td>Cooperation issues</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development of acoustic solutions</td>
<td>Development of new construction details</td>
<td>Builder choices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development of fire solutions</td>
<td>Early involvement of sub-contractors and consultants using CP</td>
<td>Decreased value creation for the main contractor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dimensions of CLT equipment</td>
<td>Implementation of the design process</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improved fire resistance</td>
<td>Enhanced construction time</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The most important findings:

- Acoustic, fire and structural challenges related to the use of CLT caused extra work during concept development and detailed design. The architect and the main contractor were the most influenced parties.
- The CLT-elements represent an advantageous construction method. Reduced construction time and the accuracy of the elements due to prefabrication are the most significant benefits.
- Reduced material waste at the building site, improved HSE and reduced CO₂ emissions are among the sustainability benefits for contractors.
- The main drawbacks with CLT in this case is the loss of work that can be carried out with in-house capacity and an increased design cost.
- Early involvement through CP may have lowered the perception of risk concerning the building in CLT and have been a key factor to provide a stable framework in the design and production planning process.

**Conclusions**

- When it comes to how contractors can improve construction with CLT, Lean tools such as Last Planner and Takt proved advantageous in the studied pilot project.
- With higher uncertainty arises the need for increased planning for the unforeseen. Tools like Last Planner and Takt provided the stability needed for tackling the uncertainty that entailed the introduction of a new and green material as CLT.
- Early involvement through CP may have lowered the sub-contractor’s perception of risk concerning the building in CLT.
- To get a good flow through the design process, the main contractor depend on reliable consultants and sub-contractors. CP and Takt can be used to secure this reliability, and these tools may have influenced the outcome more than the respondents have realized so far.

**References**

Introduction
The UK construction industry has evolved a 'survivalist shape' set by certain commercial activities in reaction to the environment in which it operates (Farmer, 2016). This is evident as the industry and its clients usually have non-aligned interests reinforced by the wasteful procurement protocols that have become part of the institution of the construction industry ‘the way it does business’ (Sarhan et al, 2014). Accordingly, this is pointing to lack of strategic framework in place to galvanised the transformation required in the industry. The current study contributes to the existing knowledge by providing empirical data on QSs commercial activities that operates outside the production system.

Purpose
In an attempt to explain why the conventional model is somewhat ‘dualised’ into production and contractual system, this study looks at one aspect, the commercial roles of QSs outside the production stream. In particular, the study aims to evaluate why QSs functions in either the traditional or advanced system conflict with collaborative practice. The study draws upon theory of production (TFV) and the concept of five big ideas in lean, as they seem to provide insights on how production systems can be optimised to overcome the conflicts & adversarial relationships surrounding the business model in construction. The underlying premise is that if we understand how commercial roles & functions are established in lean system, then the adoption and practicality of collaborative practice would be more wide spread in the UK construction industry.

Methodology
The research adopts a case study approach (Yin, 2009) to provide an in-depth and real-life instances. Eighteen semi-structured interviews were conducted with industry experts in order to:
- Investigate collaborative practice from a multidisciplinary setting and understand how commercial teams are maintained.
- To also understand the commercial challenges affecting CP in projects and programmes.

Findings
- The study sheds light on how the construction model is separated, and how commercial teams, QSs are formulated outside the production system.
- The research identified other commercial factors that continue to stifle collaborative practice drawn from major infrastructural sectors in the UK industry.
- The study recommend on establishing commercial teams/QSs and their associated roles into a relational contract arrangement in order to promote collaborative practice in the UK construction industry.

Figure 1. A roadmap guide for the study showing dynamics around construction model and the institutionalised structures surrounding it.

Figure 2. A conceptual framework adopted as a guiding lens for the study.

Figure 3. Construction model showing the separation between production and contractual system (modified from Gottlieb & Kim, 2013)
Choosing by Advantages (CBA) is a promising lean tool for fostering collaboration, value generation, cost optimization and reduction of waste in the design phase of construction projects. This paper describes the experience with teaching this tool to the students of masters programme in Construction Engineering and Management in an Indian university. As part of the exercise of Choosing by Advantages, the students were asked to select design problems for a construction project. The students group comprised of engineers and architects, which facilitated the role play of real life industry stakeholders - contractor, designer and client. A participant observation of the role play was conducted to understand their learning from this CBA exercise. The analysis indicated that the students learned about necessity of collaboration, design complexity and systematic decision making. Although, the concepts can be articulated in much better manner after overcoming the cognitive barriers and perceptions about prevailing construction industry environment.

Introduction

Among the different tools for lean design management, the Choosing by Advantage (CBA) method holds great potential owing to imbibing or rather forcing collaborative process in design process and raising the fundamental question if technical decisions bring value to the client.

Need For Study

• Impact knowledge on lean philosophy to the budding construction managers
• Increasing awareness on collaborative effort among stakeholders, value creation for the client and waste removal

Objectives

• To discuss the learnings and challenges in teaching CBA

Abstract

Choosing by Advantages (CBA) is a promising lean tool for fostering collaboration, value generation, cost optimization and reduction of waste in the design phase of construction project. This paper describes the experience with teaching this tool to the students of masters programme in Construction Engineering and Management in an Indian university. As part of the exercise of Choosing by Advantages, the students were asked to select design problems for a construction project. The students group comprised of engineers and architects, which facilitated the role play of real life industry stakeholders - contractor, designer and client. A participant observation of the role play was conducted to understand their learning from this CBA exercise. The analysis indicated that the students learned about necessity of collaboration, design complexity and systematic decision making. Although, the concepts can be articulated in much better manner after overcoming the cognitive barriers and perceptions about prevailing construction industry environment.

Methods

• The instructors involved in this CBA exercise played multiple roles. Firstly, they played the role of “teacher” with the primary objective of teaching the application of CBA in the design process at hand.
• Further, they played the role of “facilitator” for role play exercise wherein collaboration and communication was facilitated. From the perspective of participant observation research method, the instructors also played an important role of “observer”.
• Based on this typology suggested by Baker (2006), the role play by the instructor seems to equate to “Moderate or Peripheral Membership” wherein the researcher wants to “maintain a balance between being an insider and an outsider, between participation and observations” (Baker 2006).

Learnings

• Advantages of collaboration between designer, contractor and client in the design process became evident with the role play by the students.
• The journey from protecting or sticking to factors identified by each student representing a specific role, to arriving at final list helped the students to appreciate the collaborative nature of design process.
• Students understood that identification of factors, advantages and criteria is just half journey and it is important to communicate their relevance to other key stakeholders and arrive at conclusion.
• Flow of communication among different disciplines during the design process is cornerstone for reducing wastes in design and engineering process. In this context, the learning of students, gave them first-hand experience with not only how effective communication but also ingraining of diverse perspectives helps in arriving at design solution.
• Students understood following aspects of value definition: 1) value can not be defined by the single stakeholder associated with the project rather it is a collaborative process and 2) the process is not sequential in nature with phased involvement of different functional areas but iterative process with questioning of your traditional notions and practices.

Challenges

Students have faced hurdles in seeking reliable cost information for few design alternatives owing to reasons like proprietary and confidential nature of cost.
Mastering complexity in Takt planning and Takt control –
Using the three level Model to increase efficiency and performance in Construction Projects

Dlouhy J., Binninger M.,.., Oprach S. and Haghsheno S.

1. Abstract
When scheduling a construction project, resource consumption, efficiency of the trades, external influences and the possible changes within the construction process must be taken into account. Hence, the complexity of the construction schedule and an exact planning is difficult. So often the time buffers are balancing the unexpected events. That’s the reason the full potentials of the construction project are often missed. The approach of Takt Planning and Takt Control (TPTC) offers a possibility to dimension buffers and schedule them transparently. This approach is often seen as a rigid and complicated procedure. The planning has to be adapted with a huge effort to changes in the construction process and therefore often does not show the real image of the construction site. The three level model tries to structure the method for all participants.

Introduction
A quick and transparent reaction in order to change the schedule is prevented due to the detailed planning and post calculation. Therefore, a standardization of the product and an always similar process with as little disruptive factors, is often the main condition for Takt. In doing so, rigid requirements are given to the contributors of the construction project, in order to comply with the Takt Plan. These requirements create little acceptance with the contributors and already with minimum disruption in the procedure, for example caused by lacking material, disease or default in the rendering of services, the takt plan fail to comply with the reality on the construction site.

2. Theoretical Foundations
Takt time is the time dimension. For every Takt in a system is it the same or scalable. It creates a generally valid rhythm.
Takt process or Takt content represent the ongoing, which takes place in the Takt. This dimension is often combined with Takt time.
Takt location describes the place, where the Takt process happens. It is not necessarily a physical place.

3. Results
Macro Level
The macro level of the three-level method serves as communication and decision basis for the customer. It contains information with reduced depth of detail, which is needed for strategic decisions referred to the total building process.

Norm Level
The norm level of the three-level method illustrates the processes of the construction coordination with a middle degree of detail (see figure 5). Information and requirements, out of the macro level, become attuned to the project and the construction progresses are planned and coordinated.

Micro Level
The micro level is the lowest and at the same time the most detailed level of the three-level method. It represents the actual proceeding processes of the value adding level and controls the short-cycled implemented work (see figure 6).

Figure No. 6 the three level model

4. Conclusions
Takt planning and Takt Control is seen in a lot of projects as a very complex and rigid procedure. The trades are individually optimized and, in each case, harmonized with the construction site flow by a complex buffer dimensioning. In case of changes of the plan, the updating of the Takt plan causes a lot of working steps. Due to this effect trades as forced to adhere to a rigid Taktling. In another case the Takt plan doesn’t represent the real image of the construction due to variations. The complexity of Taktling is mostly caused by mastering of the three dimensions. These are Takt time, Takt process a Takt location. To be able of simplifying and mastering all of the three dimensions, different abstraction and communication levels are needed.
IMPROVING DESIGN COORDINATION WITH LEAN AND BIM, AN INDIAN CASE STUDY

Vaibhav Bhat(vaibhav.bhat.mtech16@cept.ac.in), Jyoti Trivedi(jyoti@cept.ac.in), Bhargav Dave(bhargav.dave@aalto.fi)

Abstract

Building Information Modeling (BIM) and Lean construction principles have been used independently as significant methods to construction process improvement. Their combination presents challenges and opportunities in implementation, especially when applied in the field.

This study explores two perspectives, firstly identifying factors and issues in design coordination of construction projects; secondly, applying lean and BIM functions simultaneously to overcome some of the problems in design coordination. BIM and lean functions such as 4D simulation integrated with Look ahead planning, Quantity take off, Clash detection during look-ahead and weekly work planning, to reduce change orders and RFIs for additional value to customer were applied in an integrated fashion. Finally a matrix is drafted based on previous research that shows integration of Lean Principles and BIM functionalities adopted for the case study.

Methods

- **Quantification - Quantity Take-off from BIM**: Automated quantity take-off is more precise as there are less chances of error, hence reducing variability and taking less time with respect to manual calculations. The quantities automatically change if at any time in future design changes. For the purpose of this case study, quantity take-off was taken up for Slab, Blockwork and Column.

- **Clash Detection**: Clash detection helps to track design coordination problems at an early stage. In this case clashes were detected by appending different models in Navisworks and the results were obtained in the form of report. This showed major clashes between plumbing pipes and beams. The cost saving by avoiding core cutting was calculated and solution was by providing sleeves in advance.

- **One month look ahead**: A four week look ahead schedule helped to monitor in advance the challenges that would be faced in the coming month at the time of execution and tried to solve them to save cost and time overruns. The look ahead schedule integrated with BIM tackled two distinct challenges, that of visualization of plan and detailed production planning including resource allocation and commitment management in general.

- **Constructability through 4D Simulation**: Constructability through 4D simulation has a link based on clash free model obtained in and zoning created for one month look-ahead. The schedule was integrated with BIM and a 4D simulation model was generated. The major activities observed for constructability taken for Ground and First floor were Column, Slab, Beam, Blockwork and Staircase. The columns were distributed into different zones for 23.00 to 61.61 sq.m of floor area i.e. Zone 1 (Red), Zone 2 (Yellow), and Zone 3 (Green).

Results

- There were significant time savings compared to manual take-off, as time consumed in BIM Quantity take-off was: 10-15 minutes, whereas for manual take-off it was: 2 hours. For the scope of the entire building the time saving was approximately 88%. The variation in quantity and cost for the entire project was identified: Blockwork (100 & 200 mm) -2,155 sq.m, Rs. -28,17,800 (~5-43,062.84), Column concrete -175 c.u.m, Rs. -14,38,850 (~$ -21,983.70) and Slab concrete 350 c.u.m, Rs 24,51,750 (~$ 37,511.78). This process helped at the time of billing by comparing and avoiding any discrepancies, hence reducing variability and improving the production and cost control.

- The clashes detected were mostly regarding MEP. The clash detection helped in a way that it paved the path for not causing an extra cost of Rs. 61, 6400 (~$ 9,449.41) for the entire scope, with 500 core cuts and 1 week instead of a day for detecting clashes manually contributing to waste. The total number of real (solvable) clashes detected for the entire scope were 70. The RFIs related to plumbing works reduced from 10 to 3 for a particular week i.e. almost 70% reduction.

Conclusion

- The study highlighted that there are several design coordination issues that affect the efficiency of not only the design but also the construction process. Lean and BIM if implemented simultaneously can help resolve these issues. Based on the case study and solutions devised, matrix was created to demonstrate the interactions that were achieved between Lean and BIM, based on the original study by(Sacks et al. 2010):
AN EXPLORATORY STUDY ON LEAN TEACHING ADOPTION RATE AMONG ACADEMIA AND INDUSTRY IN INDIAN SCENARIO
K.S.Anandh (anandh.k@ktr.srmuniv.ac.in) , K.Prasanna ,K.Gunasekaran and K.S.Aravinth
SRM Institute of Science and Technology, Kattankulathur, Land Transport Authority ,Singapore

Abstract
Construction sector is undergoing a paradigm shift with the adoption and implementation of new technologies and concepts such as Lean Construction. For the effective adoption of Lean construction, professionals require basic understanding of the concepts. To facilitate this, Construction and Engineering Management programs need to introduce Lean Construction concepts in their curriculum, educating students about the concept and philosophy. The main aim of the study is to determine the current scenario of Lean teaching. The data has been collected from the universities/colleges of South India through semi-structured questionnaires in addition to semi-structured interviews. Results of this study provided insights and views that is beneficial for curriculum designers in addition to the top management of the industry.

Introduction
In India, construction industry is one of the vital source for socio-economic growth. In the recent scenario, the competition in the industry has tremendously increased which calls for the adoption of newer technologies and management skills. One among the new management skills is Lean Construction. In order to create a stronger community of engineers, the colleges/universities should be updated and should teach the recent trends of the industry.

Need For Study
• To explore the importance of Lean teaching and its subsequent implementation in academic research and industry.

Objectives
• To find the awareness & demand of Lean Construction in academia and industry respondents.
• To seek insights concerning Lean construction teaching from the prerogative of the teaching faculty and civil engineers in the south Indian scenario.

Methods
In this project, both qualitative and quantitative approaches were used. Data was collected through e-mail based survey and direct interview with experts from both academic and construction industry. The study was appropriately focussed on teaching fraternity of Civil Engineering Schools/Colleges, Construction Engineering & Management programs, Lean experts and civil engineers in real time projects. In academia, the target audience were Head of Department, Professors, Assistant Professors, faculty who completed the Under graduation in civil engineering along with post-graduation in construction engineering and management, and research scholars. Survey also included project managers, civil engineers, and Lean practitioners. The study area was the southern part of India. Few suggestions were taken from the faculties working abroad. In total 180 individuals were asked to participate in the study. Achieved yield response rate is 62%, i.e. 110 involved themselves in completing the survey with great and useful insights.

Results
The outcomes from the detailed analysis were recorded, and are depicted in Fig. 1. It is found that the percentage of Lean teaching is nearly 50%, while 30.8% is not practicing, whereas 19.2% may practice shortly. The teaching, however, is not directly through courses but in the form of projects and research work only. Relevance rate also gains into a new way for Lean teaching in Indian construction industry. It implies that 85% are aware of it. But it does not appear in the curriculum directly. It was noted that conferences/workshops, magazines, Journals, blogs, online portals are the sources of Lean Exposure.

Conclusions
Based on the results, it can be seen that Lean construction awareness is high in the industry as Lean is considered as one of the effective Business model compared to the awareness in academia, where the premier institutes have relatively high exposure.

Most of the colleges/universities do not offer Lean construction through their curriculum. And this directly impacts the development of the industry.

When compared to senior faculties of the academia, younger professors shows more interest in learning and teaching new concepts.

• The amount of research, teaching and practices adopted in the area of Lean construction in India is comparatively low with respect to other countries.

• It is also realized that Lean Construction is in the infant stage of growth and the availability of Lean experts is limited.

• It is also observed during the study that certain SME’s has practices that aligns with Lean concepts, but the group is not aware of the Lean philosophy, which is a evidence for low awareness.

Recommendations

Academia

Industry
Inclusion of Lean teaching in Civil Engineering curriculum at the UG level
Inclusion of separate course/project for Construction Engineering Management courses
Research works and papers publications to be increased as per Indian context
Training programmes for Teaching Faculty – be experts should be initiated
Awards programmes should be created amongst all professionals in the company through company magazines, journals.
Mobile Application can be developed for monitoring Lean progress in real time projects.
Short term executive courses can be conducted by experts
International exposure should be showcased to civil engineers.
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Large Scale Project Using Taktplanning and Taktcontrol
Creating and Sustaining Multitasking Flow

Drhouy J., Ricalde M., Cossio B. and Januncio C.

1. Abstract

Taktplanning and Taktcontrol (TPTC) is a production system approach commonly used in individual construction projects. The approach has not yet been implemented systematically in a large-scale project. Furthermore, its use has not been documented in construction in Mexico.

This paper describes a project with over 15 different facilities using Taktplanning and Taktcontrol (TPTC), in a large scale greenfield automotive plant with 5 main general contractors collaborating together with the client. It shows the demands and the effects of large scale projects using the method of TPTC within a Lean philosophy and describes the system that was designed and implemented. As the main contribution from this paper, a system and its results for creating a Lean culture, collaboration, transparency, planning and overall project control within a multitasking flow is described and validated.

Introduction

The client's organization already possessed TPTC experience in more than 20 single projects in, before the start of the plant in Mexico. As a key enabler to meet the client's expectations, the 3 Level Model (Drhouy et al., 2016) was used. The Taktplanning approach sought to help align the expectations with the execution of construction, synchronize and harmonize all different construction projects (Figure No. 1).

2. Operating System

The operating system of the TPTC and Lean methodologies in this project was based on 3 main subsystems: creating and sustaining a Lean culture, continuous planning, and multilevel communication.

Creating and sustaining a Lean Culture: A diverse Lean training program was developed to focus on individual target groups.

Continuous Planning: The aim of planning a large-scale project with diverse contractors and buildings at different stages is to optimize the workflow; not only the individual demands, but also to the overall demands of the project.

Multilevel Communication: The communication tools were standardized to maintain transparency between all stakeholders, and focus steering efforts on collective solutions based on trustworthy data.

3. Results

Over 100,000 data points and 1,000 Lean Weekly Reports were generated.

Micro Level: Reliability of the Daily Plan

Less variance in the performance, endowed a higher reliability to daily planned activities, which in turn increased certainty on Takt Schedules and on Space Provision dates. The reduction of the variance and the increase of reliability on Takt Schedules decreased the complexity of working in a multitasking flow environment as experienced in large-scale projects.

Norm Level: Takt Schedule

These curves are the first and real Takt schedules for the main buildings. On average, a construction buffer of 14 weeks was identified for each building through the TPTC method. Weekly or biweekly retaking sessions were key to adapt the construction sequence and rhythm, to maintain each project's commitments as response to disruptive elements such as 1) clients' design improvements during construction 2) the GC’s misalignment of their procurement and design teams and 3) GC's inexperience with the TPTC method towards the end of the construction sequence.

4. Conclusions

The system described enabled a dynamic and transparent response to changes in priorities, quicker decision making based on performance metrics, and total reporting control in all stages of the construction phase. Furthermore, this system can be used as a platform for TPTC implementation in future projects of similar complexity.

The TPTC method was successfully implemented in Mexico without any previous experience on TPTC by the building teams. This showcases the possibility to implement it in other locations using similar operating systems. Three of the main buildings, studied in this paper, achieved the goal of early entry and the agreed space provision for the fourth.
Development of An integrated BIM and Lean maturity model
Sajede Mollasalehi, Ahmed Adel Aboumoemen, Anushka Rathnayake,
Andrew Fleming, Jason Underwood

Introduction
Due to the increased level of adoption of BIM and Lean approaches, to improve overall project productivity and performances within the construction industry, there is a need of having proper assessment tools or models to analyse the performances of these approaches. There are different assessment tools and maturity models available for assessing the performances of BIM and Lean individually. However, due to the increased adoption of these two approaches together, there is a need of having an integrated maturity model or assessment tool to analyse the performance of both BIM and Lean together. Providing an integrated BIM and Lean maturity model would enhance analysing the performances of these two collectively together so that subsequently it would enable realising the benefits of both approaches.

Maturity Assessments
Over the recent years, an interest over maturity models have increased in such way that maintaining a maturity model supports organisations in becoming more mature (Khoshgoftar and Osman, 2009). Maturity is defined as the quality or state of being mature (Andersen and Jessen, 2003).

There is a need of having an integrated maturity model or assessment tool to analyses the performance of both BIM and Lean approaches together. Since most of the existing maturity models in relation to BIM and Lean have adopted the Capability Maturity Model Integration (CMMI) approach, therefore, CMMI should also be adopted when introducing the integrated BIM and Lean maturity model (Chrisis et al., 2003).

BIM Maturities
Most of the current BIM maturities follow the CMMI, since it is more relevant and related to the background of BIM than rest of the maturity types (Aboumoemen & Underwood, 2017; Dakhil & Alshawi, 2014). Succar (2010) defines BIM maturity as a state of the quality, repeatability and degree of excellence of a BIM model within a BIM capability.

Bilal Succar BIM Maturity Matrix Index

The U.S National Institute of Building Sciences BIM Model (NBS)

LEAN MATURITY
Lean construction is recognized as one of the key approaches to improve the construction productivity by reducing waste (Egan, 1998; Mollasalehi et al., 2016)

Lean Enterprise Self-Assessment Tool (LESAF)

Lean Construction Maturity Model (LCMM)

AN INTEGRATED BIM AND LEAN MATURITY MODEL (IDEAL)
This integrated BIM and Lean Maturity Model which is called “IDEAL” Maturity Model, not only considers the level of BIM and Lean maturities individually, but it also considers the maturity level of these approaches collectively together. This IDEAL maturity model would enhance analysis of the projects’ performances where BIM and Lean approaches are implemented together. Therefore, the performance of these two approaches would be analysed and assessed to better realisation of their benefits.

Conclusions
This paper proposes a maturity model named “IDEAL” which aims to assess and analyse the performances of the projects that are implementing BIM and Lean together. This IDEAL model comprises of five main levels which are in line with the level of integration of BIM and Lean. Therefore, the performance of these two approaches could be analysed and assessed through this proposed model to better realisation of their benefits.

The authors would recommend the use of the IDEAL maturity model in construction projects to both validate the model and assess their performances in relation to the adoption of integrated BIM and Lean.
Abstract
Construction projects require the coordination of multiple organizations. The production flow of these projects is often hampered through sources of wastes such as improper utilization of the skills of the labours and lack of coordination with the multiple organizations involved in these projects. Bridge information modelling provides a powerful platform for visualizing work flow and collaboration between organizations throughout the life cycle of the project. In this paper, 4D bridge information models for a concrete bridge (flyover) construction project was built through integrating 3D BrIM (Bridge Information Modelling) model with the schedule. The developed 4D bridge information model enabled value addition through improved visualization, co-ordination and communication among project participants. This study provides a practical contribution by showing that project stakeholders can use 4D BrIM models as a lean tool to prevent undesirable situations and reduce the overruns and rework in Bridge construction projects.

Introduction
The poster presents the idea of using BrIM model as a tool to reduce the waste occurring in an infrastructure project. Though concepts of BIM and lean differs, they share a common synergy to improve the performance of the project.

Need for the Study
• The idea of application of lean and BIM in infrastructure projects to control project performance remain unexplored.

Objectives
• To develop 3D and 4D BrIM models for a bridge project.
• To eliminate lean wastes and improve visualization, coordination through application of BrIM models.

Case Study Details
A case study of an ongoing bridge project in Chennai, India is chosen. The bridge spans to a total length of 711 meters. The duration of completion was estimated to be 2 years. The case study image is shown in figure no. 2.

Results
• The schedule was created from the gathered information and the project’s progress was measured.
• The 3D models were developed in Revit 2018 as parametric family objects and was loaded into the final model. A representative image is shown in figure no. 3 and a rendered image of the bridge is shown in figure no. 4.

Discussion
• The visualization of 4D simulation of activities enabled the participants to visualize virtually the problems during construction and to suggest an effective way to implement the activities to complete it within the planned target dates.
• This enabled collaboration and coordination among different crews present in the project.
• 4D BrIM Models were used as a lean tool to reduce rework and overruns in the project.

Conclusions
• The project team used these models for their discussion to make effective decision to improve their further performance.
• The study concludes that application of BrIM as a lean tool enables value addition through improved visualization, co-ordination and communication among project participants.
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MDM-BASED BUFFER ESTIMATION IN CONSTRUCTION PROJECTS
R. Singhal¹, J. U. Maheswari¹, V. P. C. Charlesraj², and A. Pal³ (vpcharlesraj@ricssbe.edu.in)
¹IIT Delhi, ²RICS SBE Delhi NCR, ³RICS SBE Mumbai

Abstract
Schedule delay and cost overrun are the two major challenges for the successful project delivery in construction. It has been reported that significant delays in construction projects are caused by rework and there are several reasons for rework. A framework has been proposed to assess the delay due to two primary reasons for rework, (i.e., design changes and non-conformances), using Multiple Domain Matrix (MDM), a matrix-based technique. This methodology would help the project planners to create an as-adjusted schedule that is more appropriate compared to as-planned or as-built schedules. Further, it is possible to arrive at a meaningful estimate of activity buffer time in order to account for delays due to rework. Eventually, this would lead to successfully implement one of the key principles of lean, namely, elimination of time-related “waste” that is due to defect and/or delay.

Introduction
The current study has been focused on delay assessment of construction projects. A framework has been proposed for managing the situation arising out of ‘non value adding’ events - ‘delays’. Rework is considered to be one of the most common reasons for construction delay. Two main causes for rework in construction projects are ‘design changes’ and ‘non-conformances’.

Need For Study
- Delays are common in construction sites
- ‘Change’ in design can lead to rework and in turn delay.
- NCRs can play a vital role in time management of a project

Objectives
- To propose an alternate framework, built on lean concept for delay assessment in construction projects, can be used to model rework.
- MDM is proposed to identify and assess the delay and required time buffer

Methods

- **Step-01: Literature Survey**
- **Step-02: Data Collection**
  - Site Visits - Semi-structured interviews – Review of project documentation
- **Step-03: Data Analysis**
  - Statistical analysis - Some factors are repeating in nature, and the others are exclusive to a particular project only
- **Step-04: Formulation of Problem & Solution Framework**
  - The incorporation of hundreds of issues and probable causes of uncertain events pose a complex problem and hence provides impetus to think of some potential tools other than the conventional CPM/PERT tools
  - Recent advancements in matrix-based tools - MDM framework is used for delay analysis.
- **Step-05: Case study Application**
  - Case A
    - Transmission Line Project (Design Change)
  - Case B
    - Mall Construction Project (Non-Conformance)

Proposed Solution Framework for Delay Assessment

![Figure No. 2 Proposed Framework](image)

Recommended steps for implementation:
1. Analyse similar type of construction project(s) and identify all the possible reasons for the rework.
2. Formulate project specific change classification criteria and group them based on that criteria.
3. Identify the impact of each change and quantify them in terms of time delay or cost overrun.
4. Correlate the changes and reason for changes based on their likelihood or probability.
5. Construct a multiple domain matrix (MDM) model for analysing the future impact as explained in the next section.
6. Apply the same model in any existing project for assessing and forecasting the probable impact expected from the change or rework.

Results

![Figure No. 4 MDM for Case A](image)

![Figure No. 5 MDM for Case B](image)

Conclusions
- MDM models captured the relationship between change and its reasons as well as the dependencies among the activities and NCRs effectively.
- MDM models have been used to estimate the delay in an objective way for meaningful buffer estimation.
- This method has been found to be very useful in the application of lean principles of eliminating/minimising the time waste by managing construction delay.
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APPLYING LEAN TOOLS TO REDUCE PILING CYCLE TIME
FOR A MARINE INFRASTRUCTURE PROJECT IN WESTERN INDIA

J Lad (jayadatta.lad@afcons.com), Sudheer NA (sudheern@afcons.com), D P G Rao (kaneswara.rao@afcons.com), S Patwardhan
AFCONS INFRASTRUCTURE LTD

Abstract
This paper describes application of VSM and SMED techniques for reducing the piling cycle-time in Wharf and Approach Trestle Construction Project undertaken by Afcons Infrastructure Ltd. in Western India. Value Stream Mapping (VSM) and Single Minute Exchange of Die (SMED) are mutually aiding techniques in Lean Construction tool-kit. VSM is used for mapping the current state, identifying wastes, and designing a future state for a work process that take a product or service from its beginning through to the customer. SMED tool is used for dramatically reducing the time it takes to complete equipment changeovers.

We discuss in the paper our problem statement, methodology we adopted, techniques we used to analyse the issues, specific action plans undertaken and the results obtained. We also present our learnings from the exercise and our suggestions for other practitioners looking to implement lean principles in infrastructure projects.

Methods

WORKSHOP 1 (2nd and 3rd Aug, 2016)
This workshop exposed the team to Lean tools such as Waste, 5S and Process Control Boards (PCBs). An action plan was developed to implement 5S in different work areas and PCBs and log sheets at piling gantry locations.

WORKSHOP 2 (22nd and 23rd Aug, 2016)
The purpose of this workshop was to introduce and implement Value stream mapping. The team members identified the current ‘As-is’ piling process and its interaction with other activities. As-is cycle time was identified to be 192 hrs. The ‘Takt time’ was calculated to be 172 hrs. Then the team members discussed the ‘To-Be’ process. Action plan was prepared which focussed on standardising operations at bar-bending yard, liner fabrication yard and piling gantry operations.

WORKSHOP 3 (22nd and 23rd Sept, 2016)
During the third workshop the concept of Single Minute Exchange of Die (SMED) was introduced. From the data analysis, it was observed that time taken per changeover varied from 15 mins to 20 mins, and its duration was not tightly controlled. The number of changeovers in a pile cycle was observed to be 120 – 150. A video of the Chisel – Bailor changeover process captured during earlier site visits video was shared with the team members and they were asked to identify action points which can help save time. In the video, the changeover took 12 mins. After this the team broke out into smaller groups and identified a simpler Chisel – Bailor process. This new process was shared with the workers for their views and comments and a field trial was conducted. Using the experience from the field trial, the change-over process was standardised. The change-over time was standardised to 8 mins, a 30% reduction.

Objectives
• To reduce the cycle-time of piling activity

Results

Table 1 - Details of pile area obtained for preliminary view

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Piles started in 1st April to 9th June</th>
<th>1000 Piles</th>
<th>2000 Piles</th>
<th>3000 Piles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>JNPT</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>124</td>
<td>182</td>
<td>182</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Boring depth (m)</td>
<td>18.95</td>
<td>18.95</td>
<td>19.87</td>
<td>19.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Work hrs.</td>
<td>2369</td>
<td>2369</td>
<td>2369</td>
<td>2369</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Material (tons)</td>
<td>985</td>
<td>985</td>
<td>985</td>
<td>985</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tonnage (m3)</td>
<td>1082</td>
<td>1082</td>
<td>1082</td>
<td>1082</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard Deviation</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean (m3)</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>103</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 - For other Workshop 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Piles started in the period 22nd August to 1st September</th>
<th>1000 Piles</th>
<th>2000 Piles</th>
<th>3000 Piles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>JNPT</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>124</td>
<td>182</td>
<td>182</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Boring depth (m)</td>
<td>18.95</td>
<td>18.95</td>
<td>19.87</td>
<td>19.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Work hrs.</td>
<td>2369</td>
<td>2369</td>
<td>2369</td>
<td>2369</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Material (tons)</td>
<td>985</td>
<td>985</td>
<td>985</td>
<td>985</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tonnage (m3)</td>
<td>1082</td>
<td>1082</td>
<td>1082</td>
<td>1082</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard Deviation</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean (m3)</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>103</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Conclusions
• The feedback from the project team members working on the Lean initiative was positive.
• Several team members felt involved and empowered in their work.
• The use of log sheets was appreciated, as it made the performance transparent to all and led to fruitful discussions on how to improve performance.
• The analysis and capturing of RNOs allowed the team to introspect their performance and work towards resolving the issues.
• The team got into a habit of weekly tracking the performance, identifying issues and working towards continual improvement.
• The workers liked being recognised for their efforts.
• First time, an attempt has been made to use Lean tools such as VSM and SMED for improving cycle-time of marine gantry piling for an infrastructure project and the results have been encouraging.
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Abstract
This paper describes the implementation of Last Planner System (LPS) for civil works at a Coal Jetty project undertaken by AFCONS Infrastructure Ltd. in Southern India. The two main objectives of LPS are to make assignments to workers through continuous learning and corrective action and to cause the work to flow across production units. Hence it is imperative that LPS focuses on making a rolling 6 to 8 week look ahead schedule from a milestone plan that captures the overall project schedule. The performance of the weekly plan is rolled up to ensure that the milestones are being adhered to and the non-performance of the weekly plan is used as a learning to improve the productivity, coordination and execution of the project.

Introduction
Civil works is that portion of work which involves a number of minute activities which are interdependent on each other for their completion. Therefore, planning and tracking these activities requires a more detailed methodology and a lot of coordination among various gangs. And hence it was decided to adopt the Last Planner System™ (LPS) for its effective execution.

Need For Study
- Improve the reliability of the plan.
- Build trust and collaboration within the project team.
- Induce Lean culture

Objectives
- To measure the delays due to interface issues in construction site.
- To illustrate coordination delays can be minimized using Last Planner System™

Methods
The Five recurring conversations in LPS are "should – can – will – did – learn" planning. Keeping all of the above in mind the following steps were involved in implementing the LPS at site:
- Collective Weekly Planning was done to do pull planning and identify what tasks should be done
- Identification & Resolution of Constraints to 'make ready' for the identified tasks above
- Agreeing to Commitments in a weekly planning session with a set of promises on tasks to be done by their respective execution supervisors
- Day-to-day Monitoring to see if the commitments were achieved or missed and identify the root causes of failure where the commitment was missed
- Continual Improvement based on Planned Percent Complete (PPC) based on open discussions among the site team management, planning, and execution team members

Results
- Reduction of Time Cycle: A reduction in the time cycle for construction of coping beam above the diaphragm wall was observed. Better coordination and some pre-planning of the activities helped reduce the overall cycle time.
- Timely Built-Up for Dynamic Load Test (DLT): Dynamic Load Test (DLT) had to be done on a few piles to ensure that adequate strength had been gained per design in the piles. LPS helped in coordinating the subcontractor who was responsible for the chipping work and the DLT built-up, the third party who conducted the DLT’s and our site team who needed front for pile muff and beam placing. Finally, we were able to conduct the DLT’s on time, as a result of which the precast placing wasn’t delayed.
- Continual Improvement Based On Planned Percent Complete (PPC): At our site the daily and weekly PPC did vary time to time and, as and when there was a drop in PPC, corrective measures were taken to ensure that the same problem/hindrance did not occur more than once.

Conclusions
- The team was able to adopt LPS for a marine jetty project successfully and although the transition to LPS was done midway in the project, adopting LPS showed both tangible and intangible benefits.
- The importance of timely interaction between different teams such as the subcontractor, third party agency, execution team and the planning team became very evident during the LPS session for the completion of civil works.
- This timely interaction helped to reduce the time-cycle for coping beam as well as ensure that DLT test was not delayed which would have lead to delay in precast placing
- Though LPS had a positive impact in the execution of civil works in a marine jetty project, more research needs to be done in the methodology to suit it better for Indian conditions.
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Abstract

Lean construction study involves various tools which can be implemented on construction project sites. Among all tools, SS is one of the simple, vital and powerful tool to work with for provision of safe and better quality environment at work place.

Introduction

Lean SS is easy to implement and have a systematic approach to cleaning, organising and maintaining the work area as per principles and standards. Further it is very clear that premise with a clean and highly organised work area is a safe and efficient work area with little waste.

More specifically the poster explains the implementation of SS followed by audit observations and results against each of the 5 steps. Format for SS audit is prepared to review each of the steps with rating system based on the site condition.

Need For Study

The problem is time and energy loss during material findings which can be overcome by keeping everything systematically at proper places. The poster gives overall experience of SS implementation on an ongoing construction site.

Objectives

To have systematic approach to cleaning, organising and maintaining the work area, improve Productivity, Safety, and waste reduction.

Secondly to have an audit result with % rating given with color codes for each of the 5 steps so that we can have a clear idea about the specific step which needs improvement as per SS standard.

Methods

The commencement was simple and started with training if SS to all concern stakeholders directly working on jobsite. Timeline decided to work on respective areas for implementation of 5 steps of SS (Sort, Set in Order, Shine, Standardize & sustain).

Team Formation: Based on allocated construction execution area one team was formed and area wise responsibility distributed team formation done

Application: Application started with in house stores. Accordingly sort, set in order, shine, standardize and sustain related SS journey begun Subcontractors stores and site premises also covered under SS implementation.

One standard checklist prepared for audit purpose which is having % weightage for each of the 5s at Site Stores.

Results

5s was being done at Khalapur from the year 2016 and in line with various SS exercises held for various stakeholders at site has given remarkable improvement to maintain good housekeeping standards.

Post trainings monthly SS audit is being done and the audit results are as follows (Fig no 6)

As per the audit report it is clear that the SS system is rationalized to sort & set in order for incoming reinforcement material arrival to scrap disposal.

Conclusions

Based on overall audit results it is clear that the system is well implemented from improvement point of view. All the stakeholders including subcontractors have participated actively for the implementation and however it easy to sort set and shine but frequency of internal training and audit will help to, standardize and sustain the process in Lean way. The work area has influenced to sort and set in order to a great extent. All the team is well aware of SS steps but procedure shall be standardized

• All the different types of material are well sorted and placed at main stores area in view of safety precautions
• Scrap sorting and storage are the area for improvement.
Effective Project Delivery using Lean Principles in a Industrial Mega Project in a Developing Country Environment

Mr. Kaezad Karanjawala (kaezad@godrej.com)

Godrej Construction

Abstract

This Poster Depicts Lean Implementation by leveraging powerful Last Planner System on a significantly large industrial project spread more than 300 acres with a BUA of 3.3 million sq. with a more Comprehensive Approach helping timely project delivery.

A Lean project management workshop with all stakeholders for effective deployment of Lean was conducted. The biggest challenges in this project were multiple customers and the complexities in their requirements. The design was thus split up and delivered in parts.

Need For Study

• Multiple customers and complexities in their requirements.
• Frequent design changes which made communication a big challenge.

Objectives

• To measure the delays due to interface issues in construction site.
• To illustrate coordination delays can be minimized using Last Planner, Big Room Meeting & Steering Committee.
• Collaborative Contract Management.
• Meeting Customer Expectations.

Methods

• A Lean Project Management Orientation workshop with various stakeholders such as Design, Material & Contracts, Procurement, HR, Planning & Delivery Assurance, MEP, Engineering teams for effective deployment of Lean and collaborative thinking the organisation deployed Last Planner System which was highly useful for effective communication within the teams and it ensured decision making at right time by involving Senior Management. A project based Lean Organisation structure was prepared comprising of Lean Mentor, Lean Champions, Lean Coordinator and Project Engineers.
• The Concept of Big Room Meetings & Steering Committee was formed to resolve issues which were put up.

Results

Big Room Meetings & Steering Committee were instrumental as mentioned below:

• The entire Project Delivery to the customer was looked upon in a holistic manner using Last Planner with Weekly Plans, Look Ahead and Constraints Analysis for collaborative planning. This helped us ensure timely handover to the customers as per the committed terms of the agreement.
• Improved transparency with concerned stakeholders through team meetings for the LPS.
• Resolution of issues which were put up by the teams working on the project which required senior level support and could not be resolved in Big room meetings.
• Resolution of issues related to Contractual deviations in time and cost to review impact on stakeholder commitments.
• Timely communication from Management to the Project teams.

Conclusion

We have witnessed improvements in Communication and Collaboration Management by implementing LPS on the project.

Almost all the stakeholders have found LPS has helped them to resolve their constraints early and get the work done as per the schedule milestones.

Abstract

Objectives

• To measure the delays due to interface issues in construction site.
• To illustrate coordination delays can be minimized using Last Planner, Big Room Meeting & Steering Committee.
• Collaborative Contract Management.
• Meeting Customer Expectations.
PROJECT DELIVERY USING LEAN AT HIGHRISE RESIDENTIAL TOWERS

Mr. Kaezad Karanjawala (kaezad@godrej.com)

GODREJ CONSTRUCTION

Abstract

This poster depicts how an organisation adopting Lean effectively used Constraint Management to improve project performance with Lean Tools, Value Stream Mapping (VSM) and Location-based planning system (LBPS).

Introduction

Having gained a better understanding of certain Lean principles, the organisation was now ready to deploy a few Lean tools on our next project - Construction of Tower B1, B2 and B3 (FY 13-14) from the early construction stage of the project. Lean tools such as Last Planner System, Work Sampling, Value stream mapping, etc. were applied across various trades for effective conflict resolution and reduction of the non-value-added activities. This poster depicts how Lean culture helped successful project delivery.

Methods

The Lean tools deployed at Godrej Platinum were:

- Value Stream Mapping
- Collaborative Planning System
- Last Planner Systems
- Work Sampling
- Location Based Management System
- Visual Controls
- 5S
- Standardization

To make the planning process predictable and create commitment based culture the organisation amalgamated Lean into CPM by creating a Milestone Schedule given by the Top management. The Phase Schedule is derived from the Milestone Schedule and further broken down for weekly tracking into Look Ahead Plans (LAP). The LAP is prepared by field teams and is reviewed using Last Planner Meetings (LPS).

Need For Study

Focus on Partnering and Resource Optimization initiatives for successful project delivery.

Objectives

- Creation of better partner relationships
- Identification of constraints and non-value adding activities
- Trust & transparency
- Waste minimization & 5S
- Better monitoring and control
- Early flag off to arrest delays
- Enhanced work safety

Results

- Timely Project work Completion of Tower B1, B2 and B3
- Improved Customer Feedback across projects
- No cost overruns. Better planning and coordination the cost of construction of Tower B2 was 4% lower than that earlier completed Tower B1.
- For LEED certified building construction projects, the adoption of Lean principles helps waste minimization, recycling and reuse.
- Improved morale of workmen, supervisors and project engineers

Discussion

Most of our project team members and stakeholders confirmed that adopting Lean principles helped them reduce conflicts, reduce rework, smoother project delivery and ultimately creating customer value by delivering a quality product as per customer expectations.

Conclusions

Godrej plans to further strengthen the Lean Culture in its business operations through the following initiatives:

- Implementing Lean in Conceptual Design stage of the project
- Quarterly Lean Newsletters
- Improving the Productivity of Operations at Construction sites by Lean Principles
- Reduction of Customer Complaints by 33%
- Cost Reduction by Value Engineering and cost control mechanisms by 10%
- Reduction in rework by 50%
- Creating a Lean Culture in the organization through Human Resources Trainings

Key Takeaways based on Godrej Lean Implementation

- Better monitoring and Control by “Pull” Mechanism
- Constraint Identification and Issue resolution
- Increased Trust and transparency among Stakeholders
- Waste minimization and 5S Implementation
- Enhanced Safety, Non-repeating and improved Morale
- Better project performance ex cost and time
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**Abstract**

This poster presents how Design Value engineering can be implemented in the construction of Industrial project during Design and Pre-Construction phase. A Case Study for Design and Construction Phase at Godrej Appliances, Mohali is discussed in which the Conventional Design Approach is changed to Lean Design Approach to create stakeholder delight by meeting their expectations

The conventional structural grid was not fully meeting the functional requirements of manufacturing process and was adding up to the cost, so the structural grid was re-evaluated ,optimized to go hand in hand with the manufacturing processes.

**Introduction**

Project Details:
- Factory expansion (Godrej Appliances at Mohali, Punjab)
- Built Up Area: 2.2 Lakh Sq. ft.

The Design consultant had designed the structure with a grid size of 10m X 15m as it was previously followed in all other plants of Appliances Division, Mumbai. With years of experience from existing manufacturing units in terms of operations, manufacturing process and maintenance of plant, customer was overall in agreement with the existing grid size proposed. However, with the new emerging manufacturing technologies and existing operational and functional space requirements the conventional grid size was not helping much to give the business scope for business growth by process optimisation due to the design layout.

**Methods**

- Post Interactions with the Plant Manager, Operational Head, Manufacturing Head and other stakeholders we found that the existing grid of 10m X 15m was having more columns thus giving less circulation space for Production.
- For grid of 10m X 15m Structural design was heavy with respect to lesser imposed load configuration. Overall, increasing cost and time for construction.
- Various grid sizes were evaluated i.e. 9 m X 20m, 9m X 25m and 9m X 30m and we found that 9 X 30m grid gave 3 equally and optimally spaced bays against other combinations.
- Post Approval the new design was found in sync and more suitable for their manufacturing layout.
- The Structural consultant redesigned the entire structure with the new grid layout along with Pre Engineered Building (PEB) contractor.
- Collaborative Planning ,Lean Design, Value Engineering Kaizen tools used to ultimately create Customer Value and Customer Delight and boost Lean culture.

**Results**

- Bay size was doubled which lead to less number of columns...
- Clean, clear and open floor plate provided better circulation space
- Major reduction in number of columns
- Saved huge quantity of concrete, steel, PEB tonnage, shuffling works.
- Construction Time saved by new design.
- Better structural performance against earthquake and wind loads.

**Conclusions**

In order to reduce wastes and deliver projects as per customer expectations it has become crucial to create Lean designs for successful project delivery. Design remains the one of the biggest factors in optimizing overall cost, quality and time for any project and aids to create maximum customer value. Collaboration with relevant stakeholders, Kaizens complement the design process leading to resource optimisation and profitability for the organisations adopting the Lean culture.
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DESIGN VALUE ENGINEERING IN THE CONSTRUCTION OF AN INDUSTRIAL PROJECT AT DAHEJ

Mr. Abhijit Patil (arpatil) ; Mr. Kailash Parmar (kailashp@godrej.com)

GODREJ CONSTRUCTION

Abstract
This poster presents how Design Value Engineering can be implemented in the construction of an industrial project during the Design and Pre-Construction phase. A case study of design for a Heavy Engineering Unit at Dahej where the Conventional Design Approach is changed to Lean Design Approach being identified as a value engineering proposition. This case study is indicative of the original design with Conventional Welded Truss Analogy which was difficult to fabricate and unsafe to erect. Hence after collaborating with stakeholders at various stages, design alternatives and iterations were evolved. The benefits of partnering with the fabricators and design consultants whereby the entire super-structure was analysed and fabricated into Welded Plate Girders with bolted connections resulting in major gains is explained.

Introduction
Godrej Process Equipment Division is a leader in fabricating unit static equipment for process industries. Dahej is a fair-weather lighterage port, situated at the junction of Guljaria overlooking the Arabian Sea on the West Coast of India. Moving to Dahej was a strategic decision as it is in SEZ and provided a water front for dispatching cargos. Hence, with a built-up area of 0.35 million square feet, proximity to the sea, unique customer requirements and budget of Rs. 335 crore, it provided opportunities for applying Lean Thinking and Lean Innovation through Design. The structure under discussion is a single storey industrial structure with cranes at 2 levels of capacity 20 ton, 50 ton, on one level and 150 ton and 300 ton on another respectively.

Methods
- **ORIGIAL DESIGN:** It was designed as conventional Steel building with structural members designed as open web trusses, Rolled Steel Joists. These need extensive welding to fabricate and are difficult to transport and erect on site. The height of structure which is 32 meters, span 27 meters and size of the girders (2.5m X 0.6m), made it very difficult to handle those safely at site.

- **LEAN VALUE ENGINEERED DESIGN:** After partnering with main contractor, Design alternatives and iterations by engaging with the Vendor and Engineering team, the structure was redesigned as Prefabricated Plate Girders with bolted connections. Due to Design revisions in structural sections height of the Structure reduced. Plate girder sections of 1.0m depth was proposed against existing section of open web truss of 2.5 m depth which enabled us to restrict the height to 30 m.

Results
The new Lean design and construction methodology led to following advantages:

- The Plate Girder were easy to transport to site and erect
- Due to larger thickness of flange and web of plate Girder, the corrosion resistance was more as compared to open web truss of sections.
- Superior quality controls on structural work were possible since it was factory made with advanced machinery and better-quality checks.
- As entire structure was prefabricated in factory and connections were bolted on site hence eliminating on site welding was eliminated thus reducing safety hazards.
- Improved structural performance in all Crane, Service, Wind and Seismic loads respectively.

Discussions

- Value engineering exercises at early Design stage brings about substantial gains in time, cost, quality and safety.
- Partnering helps in upgrading technology and resource optimization.
- Kaizens taken up during various phases of the project also helped in overall timely delivery of the project.

Conclusions
Design remains the biggest factor in optimizing overall cost, quality and time for any project hence adopting Lean Design brings maximum value to the project. Design can be complemented by involving all stakeholders for early collaboration. The structure was fundamentally disrupted and redesigned to gain maximum value. However further value engineering can be brought by continual improvement and evaluation of past projects with adoption of progressive design philosophies and technology available for construction and partnering.
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Abstract

In order to address the operational challenges of delivering "Projects with the aim of zero accidents", Godrej Construction took up the task of exploring digitization for creating Lean Safety processes. This poster portrays how the organisation used "Lean philosophy" with stakeholder collaboration to develop the "I-report" App to improve safety processes by stakeholder empowerment to reduce non-value adding activities and to have an efficient system for leveraging technology to strengthen its Occupational Health and Safety (OHS) culture.

Introduction

The poster demonstrates how the efficacy of development and implementation of the Application were enhanced using a Lean approach adopting Lean philosophy by stakeholder collaboration, innovative thinking, continuous improvement and value Stream Improvement. It also shows statistics of improvements in safety achieved by using the Lean based safety app “I-report”.

Need for Study

Safety data analytics for improvement in efficiency and effectiveness of Safety processes:
- Requirement of a digital platform for ease of Hazard Reporting
- Need a Lean tools for ensuring psychological safety with stakeholder empowerment
- Usage of lead versus lag Indicators for safety improvements across sites.

Objectives

- Zero Accidents /Incidents by agile action on hazards reported.
- Improved psychological safety
- Stakeholder empowerment.
- Real time reporting of safety non conformances for risk mitigation

Methods

Methods used prior to App Development and Implementation:
- Reporting hazards & incidents on printed formats
- Online system to report hazards & Incidents - The speed-flow system
- Reporting on social media through WhatsApp groups.
- Monthly reports to Senior Management using Power Point presentations.

Results

- Increased Hazard Identification
- Automated Hazard Analysis for safety strategy
- Going green with paperless records
- Stakeholder empowerment
- Increased psychological safety
- Continuous improvement of safety Processes

Discussion

Customer Verbatim during Feedback:
Customer A
- "I report App" - Great Initiative by the organisation to attain the goal of Zero Incident.
Customer B
- User Friendly App, now my team can capture all the hazards without going to desk to report it and saving a lot of time
Customer C
- Great App, for safety, looking forward to using new apps reducing work load

Conclusions

Adopting a safety philosophy emphasizing "Respect to Human Life" which improves morale of all stakeholders ultimately leads to improved business performance. Apps such as "I report" facilitate collaboration for creating accident free sites by providing a platform for quick hazard reporting and their immediate closure thereby reducing probable accidents which can cause human losses, productivity losses ultimately affecting overall project performance and hampering brand image.
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Digitization for Customer Delight in Ready Mix Concrete Business

Mr. Mehernosh Pooniwala (pmn@godrej.com)

Godrej Construction

Abstract

The Concrete industry in India is subjected to challenges such as aggressive work schedules, space constraints and requirement of concrete with high strength and quality which has created an increasing awareness of Ready Mix Concrete (RMC) due to its many advantages. While doing business for the RMC supply business, the organisation felt that in addition to focussing on the financial parameters it need to improve the customer experience to get an upper edge over the many competitors. Detailed analysis of customer grievances and issues faced right from Order Booking to Delivery across its entire production lifecycle were mapped. Internal and External Third Party Feedback Mechanisms were deployed to analyse stakeholder pain areas and highlight possible areas of improvement.

Introduction

In this age of digitisation, Godrej Construction felt a urgent need was felt to formulate a customer service oriented mobile based application (App) for addressing customer concerns. In order to make the App relevant and to give an update, the organisation mapped customer issues so that it could improve customer value and create delight.

Need For Study

· Feedback was taken in the year 2016-2017 by a reputed third party for RMC customers from Mumbai and Pune Region a batch size of 105 companies were considered and personal interview to address the service of Godrej RMC

Objectives

· Cumbersome booking process & Follow up for orders on Phone
· Non-adherence to committed delivery timelines.
· Detailed metrics of order i.e. dispatched and pending loads to all relevant teams.
· Real-time status update was not available.

Methods

A Third Party Survey was carried out to understand the performance on various parameter vis a vis its competition. Also, in line with the company’s vision to set standards as builders to the nation and to get an advantage over aggressive competition in the market place, it was decided to leverage technology to enhance customer experience by providing a hand held Virtual Assistant for the Concrete Supply business. The company collaborated with their internal Information Technology team to develop a customer friendly Mobile App which would address customer concerns and reduce wastages in time and material by creating a platform for effective communication management across all stakeholders.

Results

(a) Customer related results
· Online Order Booking without the need for calling the RMC sales engineers, the CC and rigorous follow up.
· Real Time Order Tracking and Quick Confirmation after booking of order with flash message and Unique Order ID
· Elimination of follow up for TM orders to be batched at the RMC plant due to Live updates of the order booked.
· Increased transparency due to tracking of the TM in transit during the pours.
· Information available on Total Due amount for a site for RMC deliveries.

(b) Supplier related results
· Waste Reduction: Empowered teams due to reduced wastages in time, cost and increased productivity due to reduction in non-value adding work
· Ready-Mix Concrete Supply Chain process due to its ability to notify RMC truckers of delivery instructions, location based tracking of trucks.
· Systemic view of Information for better decision making. The solution integrates Improved Truck Turnaround Time (TTT)

Discussions

Customer A
· Transit Mixer are updated with real time status so better site planning is possible.

Customer B
· It minimises the gap of communication between despatch and consumer, easy to operate.

Customer C
· Overall good, my team can manage order through a virtual hand-held assistant during concrete pours

Conclusions

· Digitization helps to a large extent to address customer and supplier issues in a service industry such as “Ready Mix Concrete” where multiple stakeholders need to be given product related real type updates and communication management poses challenges.
· In today’s technology driven era, adopting digitization to improve customer satisfaction and to make the organisation “Lean” in terms of process optimisation, waste minimization is the need of the hour.
· Continuous improvement based on periodic Stakeholder feedback for digital Apps is a must so that new needs are converted into digital solutions and to prevent the App from becoming obsolete.
· For the service providing organisation, digitization helps creating a real-time database for getting insights on production, delivery, product quality, customer issues and helps analyse and use trends to get a competitive advantage and enhance brand image.
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Abstract

In India, the brick and block manufacturing industry is the third largest consumer of limited non-renewable resources such as coal, crude oil etc. and also leads to air pollution due to emission of pollutants such as carbon dioxide, carbon monoxide, Sulphur dioxide, nitrogen oxide and minute suspended particulate matter. Also, the Central Pollution Control Board (CPCB) has recognized the brick production industry as a highly resource and energy intensive and polluting industry owing to prevalence of obsolete production technologies. Recycled Concrete Blocks is another step by Godrej Construction to focus on waste minimization by recycling and reuse and to reinforce its commitment towards sustainability.

Introduction

This poster portrays how waste management of concrete rubble from demolition sites and conversion into Recycled Concrete Block (RCB) A Green Pro Certified Recycled Concrete Block plant aims at waste minimization by recycling and reuse. The production unit has been set up in Vikhroli to manufacture recycled concrete blocks (solid, hollow, fly ash, insulated) & pavers (of different shapes) by processing concrete debris.

Need For Study

- Brick and block manufacturing industry being the third last consumes non renewable resources causing an harm to the ecological balance.
- There was a need to find an alternative to and focus on recycling of products.

Objectives

- To minimize the landfill waste and landfill space
- To use recycled material for manufacturing of concrete blocks
- To conserve the top soil by using the concrete debris as raw material.
- To Reduce the carbon footprint.

Methods

Rubble which is supposed to be transported to landfills for dumping is transported to the rubble stack yard at the RCB plant at Vikhroli after removal of other foreign materials. Quality checks of the received rubble is done and then the rubble is sent to the sand plant processing unit located in the plant and the finished raw material is stored in stock. Concrete debris become the source for aggregate for new concrete blocks and pavers after the right amount and mix of materials contribute in making the final product. Post production the blocks and pavers are palletised from the curing chamber and then the finished packed and transported as per the clients requirement.

Results

Major benefits of using recycled concrete:
- It offers a way to reduce landfill waste and landfill space
- Using recycled material reduces the need for mining for virgin raw materials.
- Recycling one ton of cement could save more than 5000 liters of water.

In terms of Carbon Footprint:
- Recycling one ton of cement could save more than 900 kg of CO2.
- Reduction in carbon monoxide, Sulphur oxides, nitrogen oxides and other harmful gas emissions as concrete waste need not be transported to landfills
- Recycled concrete blocks can also be used in place of bricks, given the environmental impact of brick production like top soil erosion.

Conclusions

The simple act of recycling the concrete reduces the amount of material that must be landfilled. The waste concrete, itself acts as an aggregate and any embedded reinforcement can be removed and recycled as well. As space for landfills is slowly becoming premium, this not only helps reduce the need for landfills, but also reduces the economic and ecological impact of the project. Moreover, using recycled concrete aggregates diminishes the need for virgin aggregates. This in turn reduces the environmental impact and hazards of the aggregate extraction process. By removing both the waste disposal and new material production needs, transportation requirements for the project are also significantly reduced.
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CLIMATE CHANGE MITIGATION BY MANGROVES – A GODREJ INITIATIVE

Ms Tejashree Joshi (tmj@godrej.com)

Godrej & Boyce Mfg. Co. Ltd.

Abstract

Godrej & Boyce Mfg Co Ltd is conserving large areas of mangrove forest along western bank of Thane Creek since many decades. In this rich biodiverse forest 16 species of mangrove and mangrove associated plants are recorded that provide ecosystem services like prevention of coastal erosion, habitat for wildlife, livelihoods for local fisherfolk, research and education avenue for academia and regulation of local climate.

Introduction

Mumbai is India's one of the most polluted city as it experiences huge urbanization and thus obviously at the peak of air pollution. Mangroves acts as green lungs of Mumbai and absorbs CO₂ release O₂ and stores Carbon in their body stock in the form of cellulose. Godrej is taking enormous efforts to conserve this unique ecosystem by implementing various activities focused on three pillars: Awareness, Research and Conservation.

Need of the Study

To demonstrate the importance of conservation of mangroves and its impact on the Ecosystem by Carbon Sequestration.

Objectives

To study the land use & land cover class of study area. Remote Sensing technique has been employed. Five different land use classes obtained from the analysis.

• Dense vegetation: This includes thick vegetation cover with different types of trees or plants covering land in an undefined manner.
• Moderate vegetation: Vegetation cover which is represented by a land category with open type of vegetation.
• Grassland: These are the areas of natural grass along with other vegetation.
• Mudflats: These are categorized under coastal wetlands that are formed when mud is deposited by tides or rivers.
• Open area: The open area within the study area comprises of open land areas with no vegetation cover.

For deriving the number of permanent sample plots required to estimate the carbon stock it was necessary to collect a standard deviation of carbon stock across each stratum.

Methods

To study the land use & land cover class of study area, Remote Sensing technique has been employed. Five different land use classes obtained from the analysis.

Figure No. 1 Layout of sample plot

Results

The carbon pools that can be considered for carbon stock estimation are Above ground biomass (AGB), Below ground biomass (BGB), Dead wood (DW), Litter, Soil organic carbon (SOC). These five pools likely comprise >95% of the true ecosystem carbon stock of mangroves.

The carbon stock estmation of trees i.e. for the above ground biomass & below ground biomass carbon pool was done by using the approved A/R CDM methodological tool: "Estimation of carbon stocks and change in carbon stocks of trees and shrubs in A/R CDM project activities" version 03.0.0.

The total carbon stock is estimated by adding all the five components of the carbon pool. The equation for total carbon stock for a given project area is as follows:

\[ C_{\text{PROJECT}} = C_{\text{TREES}} + C_{\text{BGB}} + C_{\text{DW}} + C_{\text{LIT}} + C_{\text{SOC}} \]

Table No - 01 - Total Carbon Stock

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>C_{\text{TREES}}</th>
<th>C_{\text{BGB}}</th>
<th>C_{\text{DW}}</th>
<th>C_{\text{LIT}}</th>
<th>C_{\text{SOC}}</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Value</td>
<td>200000</td>
<td>12800</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>7166.43</td>
<td>197.132</td>
<td>293732</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Conclusions

This study is first of its kind in the state of Maharashtra. It highlighted remarkable contribution by a corporate house in mangrove conservation. The ecosystem services of carbon sequestration delivered by the Godrej mangroves benefit entire Mumbai Metropolitan Region which needs green lungs to absorb the Greenhouse Gases (GHGs) emitted by countless anthropogenic activates. Extrapolating the carbon sequestration services of Godrej mangroves to entire mangrove ecosystem of the Mumbai Metropolitan Region, this study makes clear case for wetland conservation for climate regulation. Godrej thanks CEED-India for their valuable support during this project.
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GODREJ MANGROVES - AN INTEGRATED SUSTAINABLE HABITAT
Ms. Tejashree Joshi (tmj@godrej.com)
Godrej & Boyce Mfg. Co. Ltd.

Abstract
The Godrej Pirojshanagar Township a role model of an integrated sustainable habitat boasts of nature conservation that provides several ecosystem services such as habitat for wildlife, prevention of coastal erosion, control on air, water and soil pollution. In addition to the standing stock of six lakh tons of carbon dioxide, Godrej mangroves sequester additional sixty thousand tons of carbon every year. It also serves as a means of livelihood for local fisher folk of Vikhroli and a living laboratory for research and education.

Introduction
Godrej initiated the mangrove conservation formally in 1985. However, history of mangrove conservation dates back to the decade of 1940s when Godrej family acquired Vikhroli. The mangrove forest was conserved as family philanthropy which was later integrated in the organization’s environment management system.

Need of the Study
To sensitize stakeholders on importance of integrating habitat conservation with urban industrial development

Objectives
Conservation of the coastal diversity through research, on-site conservation, awareness building and regular monitoring to build resilience towards climate change.

Methods
Godrej has set up the Wetland Management Services Department to protect hundreds of hectares of mangroves adjoining their industrial, commercial and residential township of Pirojshanagar in Vikhroli, Mumbai.

WMS is engaged in conservation of this ecosystem through regular monitoring to check possible destruction of existing mangroves and protecting rare species of mangroves; ecological restoration of degraded mangroves by raising nurseries and replanting degraded mangrove areas through artificial regeneration in different areas and the establishment of a ‘Mangrove Information Centre’ for dissemination of information regarding the importance of mangrove conservation through film/slide shows, seminars, nature trails, poster exhibitions etc.

Results
- First mangrove area in India to formally adopt ISO 14001 standards for Environment Management Systems.
- Biodiversity conservation: 16 species of mangroves and mangrove associates, 208 species of birds, 30 species of reptiles, 13 species of crabs, 7 species of prawns and 20 species of fish have been identified in the area so far
- The mangrove area acts as a carbon sink for 50,000 tonnes of CO2 per year with a standing Carbon stock of around 6 Lakhs equivalent tonnes of CO2.
- Awareness about diversity and importance of mangroves through http://www.mangroves.godrej.com/ and a portable set of eight posters for ‘beyond fence’ awareness
- On-site awareness among 6000-7000 Godrej employees, schools and college students of Mumbai and nature enthusiasts through nature trails every year
- Development and dissemination of a mangrove mobile app with pictorial and textual information on 24 mangrove and mangrove associate species and mangrove ecosystem. The app has been downloaded by 1850 users from 50 countries so far
- Rescue and rehabilitation of wild reptiles, birds and mammals of Pirojshanagar Township on regular basis in collaboration with subject experts

Discussions
Godrej’s mangrove conservation is relevant to 8 of the 17 Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) of United Nations

SDG1: No Poverty - By supporting livelihoods of local fisher folks
SDG4: Quality Education - By providing living laboratory for research and awareness for academic institutes,
SDG9: Industry, Innovation and Infrastructure - By providing green cover to an industrial complex,
SDG11: Sustainable Cities - By providing ecosystem services to Mumbai;
SDG13: Climate Action - By providing natural carbon sink and sequestration service;
SDG14: Life Below Water - By providing roosting and nesting habitat for Thane creek’s aquatic biodiversity;
SDG15: Life on Land - By providing roosting and nesting habitats for terrestrial biodiversity;
SDG17: Partnerships and Goals - By providing collaboration of various stakeholders like industry, academia, NGOs-CBOs, industrial consortiums and government.

Conclusions
Godrej’s Pirojshanagar mangroves is second largest green lung of the Mumbai Metropolitan Region, after Sanjay Gandhi National Park. The role of mangrove ecosystem is storage of rain water and prevention of flash floods in Eastern suburbs of Ghatkopar, Vikhroli and Kanjurmarg has been well acknowledged by the residents.
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Godrej Sustainability Strategy of ‘Good & Green’

Ms. Tejashree Joshi (tmj@godrej.com)

Godrej & Boyce Mfg. Co. Ltd.

Abstract

In 2011, Godrej Group formally adopted an overarching Sustainability strategy called ‘Good and Green’ with a vision and goal to make social and environment investments and build a greener and inclusive India by adopting a shared value approach.

Introduction

As part of Good & Green, Godrej Group has three goals which we aspire to achieve by 2020. The first goal is to 'Ensure Employability' through which Godrej intends to train one million youth in skills that will enhance their earning potential. Second focuses on ‘Greener India’ which aims to achieve zero waste to landfill, carbon neutrality and water positivity, while reducing specific energy, water consumption and optimising the use of renewable energy. The third goal is ‘Product Innovation’ which aims to achieve one third share of the total revenue from Good and Green products.

Need

In order to commit sustainable business practices considering the triple bottom line approach of Economic, Social and Environmental sustainability there is a need to develop a strategy to mainstream these goals and green practices with business operations.

Objectives

Guide and mentor all Godrej businesses in creating, developing and implementing innovative and sustainable programs that support in achievement of Good & Green goals.

Methods

In the company’s effort to make business sustainable, all business units/divisions are working towards embedding “Good & Green” in the systems and processes in the organization. Over 300 passionate and committed employees are engaged in executing these goals, who form the part of various task forces & sustainability forums. The responsibilities of task force members includes but not limited to the following:

1. Evaluation of projects and partners as per the developed framework: The respective task forces in consultation with the Corporate Good & Green team undertakes a need assessment study to understand the social and environmental needs.

2. Building collaborations with other organizations on CSR projects

3. Implementing projects based on set targets and action plans: Projects are implemented either by company itself or with the help of outside agencies. Projects approved by the CSR committee will be handed over to the task forces who in turn breaks down the projects into time-bound targets and action plans.

4. Regular monitoring of project activities: The task force members are responsible for executing and monitoring of approved projects based on the milestones and success indicators defined for the project together with the implementing agency.

5. Sharing quarterly reports with the CSR committee: The reports are prepared and submitted to the CSR Committee for review, on quarterly basis.

Results

- **Scale across businesses**: Through skill training programmes across India in the areas of beauty and hair care, sales, rural entrepreneurship, construction, blue collar trade, technical training, agriculture and animal husbandry, around 4.5 lakhs candidates have been trained till date.

- **Focus on Quality**: Conducted centre audits for 24 centers

- **Focus on Impact**: Impact analysis through divisions by calling 10% of candidates trained in calendar year 2017. Average 70% candidates got placement / self employment.

- **Partner Engagement**: We partner with non-profits across India that work in the areas of skills development and vocational training. Our partners help provide training and create market linkages that connect our trainees to job prospects.

- **Systems & process development – Central CSR team conducted online portal training for divisions & partners, simplified the partnership process by drafting a single service level agreement to establish partnership**

- **Godrej & Boyce Good & Green Products achievement in FY 2017-18 in terms of Revenue is Rs. 2120 Crore (As a % of NBV : 22.25%)**

- **Godrej Interio received Green guard certification for 15 products, Indoor Advantage certification for 14 seating products, BIFMA Level Certification for 6 products and Green Pro certification for 2 products**

- **LCA study of 8 products is in progress: Ready Mix Concrete (RMC), Upbeat Desk Based office system, Care beds, Pulse Chair, Spin Range, Edge Duo, Split AC and Defender+ Safe**

Conclusions

At our manufacturing plants we have relentlessly focused on productivity and environmental sustainability. To strengthen our approach, we have invested in a robust technology solution that has revolutionised the speed and accuracy of our data monitoring. It has enabled us to map, understand and analyse our complete environmental footprint, from raw materials to finished goods, across factories. Our strategy to achieve our sustainability goals including a range of efforts from energy efficiency, water conservation and waste management at our manufacturing plants, to promoting IGB/CLEED-certified green buildings has helped us improve our sustainability performance and hence overall business performance.

- **Godrej Construction received GreenPro certification for Recycled Concrete Block and Tuff Block AAC in 2017-18**

---

Figure 1 - Indicators

Figure 2 - Business-wise Budget vs. Spend for Community Development projects under CSR
PARTNER FEEDBACK MECHANISM COLLABORATIVE PARTNERING

Mr. Sanjay Sutar (ssanjay@godrej.com); Mr. Rohidas Gandle (rohidasg@godrej.com); Mr. Jaikumar Hinduja (jaikumar@godrej.com)

Godrej Construction

Abstract

This poster depicts how Godrej Construction as a part of its Lean journey took up Collaborative Partnering in the Procurement function. How Partner Feedback Mechanisms help in understanding partner expectations and organizations performance over time is evident from this poster. A scientific approach has to be adopted to define the scope and coverage of feedback and the parameters against which feedback is sought need to be relevant to the organization’s strategy. Detailed analysis from the feedback data helps to derive the focus areas which a Lean organization should pay attention to for effective partnering.

Introduction

This poster depicts how Godrej Construction effectively used Feedback Mechanisms to drive Collaborative Partnering and shows encouraging results due to timely action taken on meeting the expectations of its partners.

Need For Study

• Understanding of Partner Expectations
• Business Growth with resource optimization and innovation
• Assess the satisfaction level amongst partners and identify focus areas.

Objectives

• Capturing key expectations and organization’s performance during business association.
• Understanding of the Partner Satisfaction level and Company Perception.
• Seek opinion about the organizations policies, values, personnel behaviour etc.
• Learning emerging trends, innovative business ideas relevant for the future.

Methods

The methods adopted by Godrej Construction for deploying the Partner Feedback Survey for better collaboration and mutual business growth through third party survey is pictorially represented as below.

- Lean implementation and Partner Feedback Survey help understand needs and expectations of partners
- It assists to identify Key Focus Areas for efficient and effective contracting processes.

Results

Areas of Improvement identified post Feedback:
1. Value Engineering driven approach
2. Sustainable sourcing
3. Business growth aiming for innovations and cost optimization
4. Sharing of Best Construction practices in the market

Discussions

- Sustainable benchmarking to evolve the existing processes for best in the Industry.
- Sharing the performance evaluation report with every Partner.

Conclusions

Organizations implementing Lean need to understand the needs and expectations of their partners and indulge in collaborative contracting models to leverage technology, innovation and know-how of best in industry practices. Partner Feedback Mechanism when well design provides crucial information which helps organizations derive their focus areas and improve their Partner Satisfaction levels.
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GODREJ CONSTRUCTION

Abstract

Godrej Construction as a part of its Lean implementation conducted a Strategic Partners Meet to collaborate with its partners for ensuring sustainable mutual business growth. This acted as a forum to celebrate the success of various initiatives taken up at various projects with its partners and to understand the expectations of all the partners for better working relationships, driving value engineering initiatives and to keep updated the latest technology.

Methods

The methods used by Godrej Construction for Lean Relational Contracting are:
- Quarterly/Annual Partners performance Evaluation
- Annual Partners Feedback
- Sharing of Organisations Expectations to Partners while transacting
- Celebrating success with key partners by conducting Strategic Partners Meet

Results

- Building a sustainable relationship with key partners
- Win-Win approach based on mutual trust, respect and openness
- Supporting one another with expertise, resources and knowledge
- Alignment with Organization Strategies

Conclusions

Godrej Construction has benefited by Lean implementation in Contracting by conducting initiatives such as Strategic Vendors meet to capture expectations of its partners and plan strategies in collaboration with its partners for value engineering, knowledge sharing, better resource management to foster mutual trust and transparency ultimately resulting in business growth and better relationships with its partners.
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Introduction

This poster portrays how Godrej Construction conducted a Strategic Partners Meet as a part of its Lean journey. It also gives insights about how partner insights and benefits for mutual growth can be reaped by adopting relational contracting as against transactional contracting.

Need For Study (Strategic Partners Meet)

- Need to collaborate with partners for cost benefits
- Partner Feedback Mechanisms
- Partner Engagement and Commitment towards business ethics and goals

Objectives

- To strengthen relations with key partners
- To inculcate Godrej Construction’s values and business ethics in partners
- To identify strategic opportunities for engaging key partners contribution towards Predictable, Profitable and Sustainable business plans
- To develop the culture of Sustainable Long-term Partnerships

Figure no 1 - GC Procurement transformation Journey

Figure no 2 - Partners Feedback transformation Journey

Figure no 3 – Expected Results through collaboration with Key Partners

Discussions

Verbatim of Strategic Partners Meet

- We are thankful to Godrej & Boyce to invite us in such a wonderful event & Give a Such great respect to us. We really feel proud to work with Godrej & Boyce. This kind of event will be motivate us.
- If you share with us feedback about performance evaluation yearly it will help us in improving in the next delivery.
- The event was quite insightful for vendors like us and it helped us create a stronger bond with the GC Team.
- As mentioned in the Meet, such regular Meets will help understand your needs and enhance relations between GC and strategic partners. Hats Off to you and your Team...!
EZStrobe Simulation for Effective Resource Planning at RMC Plant

Sagar Jain (sagarjain@iitb.ac.in) and Abhishek Raj Singh | Supervisor: Prof. Venkata Santosh Kumar Delhi
Indian Institute of Technology Bombay, Mumbai

Abstract

Ready Mix Concrete (RMC) industry is growing rapidly in the developing countries, like India. Assessing the productivity of a RMC industry is one of the most challenging tasks of a plant Manager. Productivity of any resource can be improved by simulating the actual operational process. In this study a RMC plant was taken and preliminary analysis was done to develop a model in EZStrobe. This simulation model was used to optimize the resources involved and helped in increasing the productivity.

Introduction

The principle of RMC industry is to achieve efficiency in production and effective delivery of concrete to the construction sites. This can be done through proper sequencing of activities, optimizing the resources and by reducing various recognized wastes. This study focuses on proper utilization of transit mixers (TM) such as optimum number required for peak demand and cycle time of the TM. For this case study a RMC plant located at Central Mumbai, India was considered. A model was developed with the help of EZStrobe and was validated.

Need For Study

• In RMC industry, one of the source of wastage stems from under-utilisation of resources such as TM, loader etc.,
• A statistical tool is essential to take proper decision at crucial situation.
• Productivity of RMC plant need to be improved by identifying, eliminating or reducing the various wastes involved.

Objectives

• To develop a model for a particular case study and validate the same.
• To measure the idle time of TM and analyze the sensitivity of this cycle time towards the duration of various activities involved.
• To obtain an optimum number of TM required for continuous operation for this particular case study.

Methodology

The research methodology adopted for this case study is shown in the Figure 1.

- A detailed study was done at site to get familiarized with different activities involved.
- These activities are sequenced in such a way that they replicate the current operational RMC. The entire model was developed in EZStrobe Visual programming (Figure 2).
- The assumptions made were, continuous demand and continuous supply of materials.

Results and Discussions

• Through simulation model, the cycle time of TM was calculated accurately and variation in cycle time was also measured at various duration of activities.
• Detailed statistics of queue “Number of TM” was extracted and was given in Table 2.

Conclusions

• Optimum number of TM can be calculated for a particular site. This network can be customized for different sites as well.
• Cycle time of TM was calculated, taking the duration of various activities involved.
• The sensitivity of cycle time with variation in duration of different activities was observed which helped in identifying the critical activity.
• This model can be applied for optimizing various equipment’s involved and thereby reducing their idle time.
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Abstract
Ready Mix Concrete (RMC) industry is growing rapidly in the developing countries, like India. Assessing the productivity of a RMC industry is one of the most challenging tasks of a plant Manager. Productivity of any resource can be improved by simulating the actual operational process. In this study a RMC plant was taken and preliminary analysis was done to develop a model in EZStrobe. This simulation model was used to optimize the resources involved and helped in increasing the productivity.

Introduction
The principle of RMC industry is to achieve efficiency in production and effective delivery of concrete to the construction sites. This can be done through proper sequencing of activities, optimizing the resources and by reducing various recognized wastes. This study focuses on proper utilization of transit mixers (TM) such as optimum number required for peak demand and cycle time of the TM. For this case study a RMC plant located at Central Mumbai, India was considered. A model was developed with the help of EZStrobe and was validated.

Need For Study
- In RMC industry, one of the source of wastage stems from under utilisation of resources such as TM, loader etc.
- A statistical tool is essential to take proper decision at crucial situation.
- Productivity of RMC plant need to be improved by identifying, eliminating or reducing the various wastes involved.

Objectives
- To develop a model for a particular case study and validate the same.
- To measure the idle time of TM and analyze the sensitivity of this idle time towards the duration of various activities involved.
- To obtain an optimum number of TM required for continuous operation for this particular case study.

Methodology
The research methodology adopted for this case study is shown in the Figure 1.

Figure 1 : Research methodology

- A detailed study was done at site to get familiarized with different activities involved. These activities are sequenced in such a way that they replicate the current operational RMC. The entire model was developed in EZStrobe Visual programming (Figure 2). The assumptions made were, continuous demand and continuous supply of materials.

Figure 2 : A basic EZStrobe Network for TM movement in RMC plant

- Data collection was done through observations and records. This data was authenticated by the Project Manager.
- The developed model was verified with the higher authorities at that site.
- A pilot run was done on the developed model and the obtained results were in line with the practical scenario which was again validated by the Project Manager. This reflects that the developed model is applicable to the current case study.
- The output obtained from this simulated model are given in Table 1 and 2.

Table 1 : Result obtained from the stimulation of model given in figure 2

A detailed simulation model is required to obtain more accurate results. A developed detailed model for the same case study was given in Figure 3.

Figure 3 : A detailed EZStrobe Network for TM movement in RMC plant

Results and Discussions
- Through simulation model, the cycle time of TM was calculated accurately and variation in cycle time was also measured at various duration of activities.
- Detailed statistics of queue “NumberOTM” was extracted and was given in Table 2.

Table 2 : Statistical Result Depicting % of Time the TM Remained Idle

- It was observed that almost 94% of time less than 1 TM was available at RMC. At least one TM was available for only 6% of time. Hence for running the RMC plant without any interruptions an optimum number of TM should be required which can be identified by modifying the queue “NumberOTM” value.

Conclusions
- Optimum number of TM can be calculated for a particular site. This network can be customized for different sites as well.
- Cycle time of TM was calculated, taking the duration of various activities involved.
- The sensitivity of cycle time with variation in duration of different activities was observed which helped in identifying the critical activity.
- This model can be applied for optimizing various equipment’s involved and thereby reducing their idle time.
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IMPLEMENTING WORK SAMPLING AS A LEAN TOOL IN INDIAN CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY

Anupam Dasgupta
Indian Institute of Technology, Madras

Abstract

The use of lean tools and concepts, in Indian construction industry is presently at a nascent stage, but gradually gaining importance. Currently, productivity measurement system is the only tools used to monitor construction progress at grass-root level across large construction projects in India. However, without any established nationwide benchmark on productivity, it is difficult to assess and evaluate construction progress only with productivity rates.

Introduction

Time and cost overruns are the major issues concerning construction projects in India.

About 50% of the ongoing projects are experiencing time overrun and about 32.5% are experiencing cost overruns (As per MOSPI-GOI, 2009).

Waste of resources and low productivity rates are the major sources of the cost and time overrun.

Indian construction industry started adopting lean tools, to improve the efficiency by identifying and eliminating waste.

But not all lean tools can be easily adopted because of the varying prerequisites in terms of knowledge and supervision.

Success of a project largely depends on, how well it is monitored and controlled at micro level.

Large Indian construction companies widely use productivity measurement system for micro level control.

Without any established nationwide benchmark on productivity, it is difficult to assess and evaluate the performance using productivity rates alone.

In this context, simple tool like work sampling, can be very useful, as it is both easy to adopt as well as time & cost effective.

The key idea is to implementing work sampling and productivity measurement in complimentary roles to overcome the shortcomings of individual tools and have a better informed project management.

Methodology

Data collection Methodology

1. Very close work sampling and productivity measurements are conducted on every working in high rise residential project.
2. Both these data are evaluated in micro scale as well as in a macro scale as illustrated in the figure below.

Micro scale (Typical definition of time based work sampling)

Multi point sampling at different times during the day

Large scale (Macro Scale)

Single point of a crew working on a large area

Investigation of Relationship - Micro Scale

Investigation of Relationship - Micro Scale

Investigation of Relationship - Micro Scale

Investigation of Relationship - Micro Scale

Investigation of Relationship - Micro Scale

Investigation of Relationship - Micro Scale

Investigation of Relationship - Micro Scale

Investigation of Relationship - Micro Scale

Investigation of Relationship - Micro Scale

Investigation of Relationship - Micro Scale

Investigation of Relationship - Micro Scale

Results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Types of waste noticed in the projects</th>
<th>Ability to Identify using work sampling technique</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Over production</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inventory</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waste</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motion</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transportation</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Defective Work (Def)</td>
<td>TO SOME EXTENT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Over Processing</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Discussion

Work Sampling as a Lean Tool

The central idea lean philosophy is to maximize customer value, by eliminating waste and through continuous improvements.

1. The work sampling tool evaluated with a maximum confidence level of 95% and an accuracy of ±10%, for micro scale and a confidence of 90% and an accuracy of ±15%, for macro scale of investigation.

2. In both the cases of macro and macro level of investigation, the following are the key findings:

   - Prove the existence of relationship between the two techniques at both scales of investigation.
   - All the categories have a strong correlation with productivity rates.

   The work sampling technique has successfully correlated with productivity rates.

Conclusions

Reasons to endorse work sampling on construction projects:

- It helps to identify site specific factors that have positive or adverse on productivity.
- In general, work sampling provides an easy, inexpensive, and quick way to analyze effectiveness of workforce.
- Can be used at any point of time during an ongoing activity to evaluate effectiveness.
- Need is very to find the overall performance of a group of workers from different trade involved in a given activity.
- It can be used as indicator to evaluate the effectiveness of implementation of any new technique or method in a project site.

- Validates the existence of relationship between values obtained from work sampling and productivity rates.
- Shows that idle category of work sampling has the strongest correlation with productivity rates and direct work category of work sampling has no correlation with productivity rates.
- The first step in developing a Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) for work sampling has been taken. The SOP here needs field validation and refinement to better suit the need of the industry.

- It is seen that the use of modern software and hardware can alleviate a lot of the tedious procedural issues involved in conducting work sampling studies.
- Easy to use application developed for catering to the needs of Indian construction industry.
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Abstract

The influence of design in the initial stages of a construction project is high whereas the cost incurred in implementation is low. The compressed fast track schedule can cause disruptions in construction and thus, it is imperative to allocate appropriate efforts during design. A preliminary study revealed that design processes in Indian construction industry were generally unstructured. A more detailed study of the design processes of four Indian developer organizations mapped the current design processes as swim lane diagrams. Analysis of these processes showed that design at each organization was driven by certain priorities and the design stage durations varied significantly, especially in the concept design stage where these priorities have maximum influence. Based on the analysis, it is apparent that standardization within an organization/project type is required and more feasible, than a single industry-wide standardization of the process. A preliminary SIPOC methodology has been used to develop generic process charts from the design processes mapped for the organizations sampled.

Introduction

Complexity in design arises from the fact it is iterative, interdisciplinary, and done by specialists from different teams. Based on industry inputs obtained from an exploratory review meeting with industry participants it was identified that developing a standard for the building design process would enable better management of design.

Objectives

- Develop a generic process template based on type of project
- Determine average duration of different design stages based on project data
- Develop a methodology by which an organization could map its standard processes, gather data for specifying stage durations and continuously improve it design process performance.

Methodology

Schedule of Design Development Process

Step 1

- Preliminary Planning
- Definition of the design brief
- Development of scope

Step 2

- Concept Design
- Design of the structure
- Design of the services

Step 3

- Schematic Design
- Finalization of the design
- Preparation of the design

Step 4

- Working Drawings
- Preparation of the working drawings
- Preparation of the design

Step 5

- Construction

Figure No. 1

Results

- Invariably every organization (or types of projects done by organizations) had a specific design objective and strategies to achieve those objectives.
- The duration of the design process is largely dependent on the priority of the organization/project needs (Figure 2)
- In an informal interview with a few professional architects, it was understood that architects refer Neuferts or NBC and the likes, as standards for spatial requirements in the stages of design after concept. Absence of any sort of standard for the concept design is another cause of variability. Such variability adds uncertainty to the process which brings in unpredictability.

Recommendations

- SIPOC Methodology for developing standard process chart that has been recommended for standardization will have to be made based on classifications of the targeted customer pools for different project types.

Figure No. 2

- It is inferred that significant variability exists within an organization for similar project types. Availability of Design standards with defined activities and expected durations can enable organizations to reduce this variability.
- It can be inferred that the stages after the “project brief” are nearly typical. In each of those stages, the main architect takes the lead and develops his part. This is taken as input by other consultants, who develop and then send their respective parts back to the main architect (Figure 3).

Figure No. 3

Discussions

Current design practices need to focus not merely on the creativity, but the longevity, as most of the current buildings are more often than not, functioning as utility spaces. This is how design could become more effective. Therefore, by essentially putting a one-time well thought out plan to standardize the design could enable substantial improvement in the effectiveness of design and hence construction. This project attempts to bridge the standardization gap by introducing a framework for design workflow and timelines.

Figure No. 4
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EVALUATION OF LAST PLANNER® SIMULATION GAMES
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Abstract

The Last Planner System (LPS) is a planning tool developed by Glenn Ballard and Greg Howell as a response to the high level of variability found in the current construction industry. LPS is pull-based planning, as opposed to the traditional push-based Critical Path Method. Studies have shown that the current teaching methods are ineffective in communicating the theory behind LPS due to its complex nature. Using alternate teaching methods like hands-on simulations give out better learning outcomes over traditional teaching methods as the former enables active involvement of participants. The current study aims to evaluate some existing LPS hands-on simulations and check their feasibility in the Indian context and to design an LPS simulation fit for Indian use.

Introduction

The current study is aimed to evaluate the Villego simulation. This evaluation was carried out by running three trial runs of the simulation on three different groups. After running the simulation, the learning outcomes of Villego and the level of understanding of LPS concepts by the participants post-simulation were identified by means of post-simulation discussions and by conducting a test on LPS concepts for the participants.

Need For Study

- To convince people with hierarchical tendencies that bottom-up approach in planning can be much more efficient than the usual centralized planning
- Slide show presentations are not an effective way of teaching LPS
- Simulations allow the participants to test different conditions or courses of action

Objectives

- To evaluate a set of simulation games that are currently being used to teach LPS
- To establish the features of a simulation game for teaching LPS in Indian scenario and to propose a pilot draft of LPS

Methods

- Learning about Villego and LEAPCON (Lean APartment CONstruction) games from the literature and giving an overview of the game containing the following points for each game:
  - What does the game focus on teaching the participants?
  - What does the game simulate?
  - What is the end goal of the game?
  - Is there a tracking mechanism to measure the progress in the game?
  - Is there a game currency (a unit of measure like time, points, money, etc.)?
  - Who is the target audience for the game?
  - What kind of background knowledge is required by the participants before playing the game?
  - Is there any form of reward to the participants?
  - Running the game simulation with different groups of students and professionals
  - Identifying the learning outcomes of the game by observing the simulations and taking feedback from the participants
  - Evaluating Villego game from the data gathered from running the simulation
  - Identifying the requirements of a new simulation game that would be able to teach the Last Planner System effectively to the participants in the Indian context. Suggesting improvements to the existing games based on these requirements.
  - Creating a Pilot Draft of a new LPS game that can meet all the identified requirements.

Figure No. 1 - Methodology to Run Villego Simulation

Results

- After the Run 1 and Run 2 of the simulation, the participants were asked to fill a Test on LPS. The test comprised of 8 questions of descriptive type. Each of the questions was asked to the understanding of a particular concept of LPS after the game was played. The learning outcomes of the game were identified from the test results.

Results of Run-1 (Original Villego Game)

Results of Run-2 (New LPS based Game)

Discussions

From the trial runs of the games, it was observed that the game is capable of delivering the following concepts: Pull Planning, Identification of RNCs (Reason for Non-Conformance), Importance of work sequencing, good drawings, verifying predecessor’s work, reliability, realization that inventory is a waste, Interdependencies of different trades, Problems with over-commitment and working towards one common goal with collaboration.

Conclusions

- The new LPS based game is designed such that the whole simulation can be completed within two hours, unlike Villego that took at least five hours. This makes the game ideal for both university classroom teaching and industrial training.
- The design is directly adopted from LEAPCON simulation which are much easier to understand and execute. The game has fixed timings and also includes Look-Ahead and Uncertainty elements in the form of Controllable and Uncontrollable Risk Cards.
- The uncertainty elements not only add randomness to the game but also make each of the runs of the simulation different from another. Due to this, the game can be played multiple times with the same participants and each time the participants will encounter a different challenge.
- All of these modifications make this game much more realistic and simpler compared to Villego and also suitable in the Indian context.
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ANALYSIS OF TRACK LINKING IN RAILWAY PROJECTS
Andrew George Cherian & Dr. Koshy Varghese
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Abstract
One of the time-consuming tasks in a railway construction project is the track laying activity. For the timely completion of the project, it is necessary that the track linking activity be completed on time. But in practice, this activity gets delayed the most. The aim of the study is to identify the attributes affecting track laying and to suggest a solution for the significant attributes. To validate the qualitative data a triangulation approach was used. Data from project documents, questionnaires were used for this and to get the impact of the factors. The track laying activities were streamlined and the resource flow was also improved using linear scheduling technique with the help of two tools i.e., Microsoft Excel and VICO Control 2009. The solution suggested was found to bring work continuity and helped in taking better proactive steps by forecasting the status of the project. The solution suggested also shows a way to improve shared resource flow across projects to increase its utilization.

Need For Study
• To study the application of lean construction tools in Railway Projects.
• The track linking activities are the most delayed sequence of activities in a railway project, and any delay in this would affect the other set of activities like overhead electrification. Thus increasing the overall project duration.
• So the study aims at analyzing the track linking activities and to find key areas to be focused to make track laying more streamlined.

Objectives
• To analyze the various factors affecting track linking activities in railway projects.
• To find a possible solution to the problems and improve the flow of equipment across projects.

Methods
1) Field study
2) Semi structured interviews
3) Analyzing data from current projects
4) Questionnaires
5) Using Lean concepts of LSM to streamline

Results
The attributes from interviews were analyzed based on counts. To get a proper rank on to those factors, an impact rating should be given. For this, loss of money incurred per day to the series of activities was considered as an analogue of severity and frequency of these factors.

From these various sources it can be concluded that the most important factors are:
- Rail pairing
- Lack of continuous work front
- Delay in bridge works
- Less mechanization
- Access road issues

Conclusions
1. It was found out from the study that, on an average a project site was losing money equivalent to Rs. 4,88,000 because of the FBW machine being idle.
2. It was observed in the study that by increasing the level of mechanization the there could be cost savings of 5.5%
3. Linear scheduling and coordinated planning helps in making the schedule for the shared resource and thus increasing its utilization.

Future Scope of Work
- This study could be extended by including other packages of the railway project like overhead electrification and signaling and telecommunication.
- Actual field implementation of the solution
- Trying to bring in the functionalities of VICO Control into Microsoft Excel using programming techniques would also be good as it would reduce the reluctance of industry to change, as Excel is already a familiar tool.
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Abstract

The Last Planner System™ is becoming popular all over the world for project management. A variant, the Collaborative Planning System is being practiced in India but structured templates or simulations are not available in the public domain for common practice. The available tools are somewhat complex and not well amenable for customizing COLPLASSE - COLLaborative PLAnning System Simulation Exercise (Figure No. 1). An Exercise (Figure No. 1) has been designed to meet this felt need.

Basics

COLPLASSE is based on simple Excel spreadsheets and uses work plans for developing Look Ahead Plans and Weekly planning over the many weeks required for project completion. It has provisions to simulate random delays due to inclement environmental conditions or variations in productivity due to various causes. It computes PPC automatically and simultaneously draws charts for PPC and Root Cause Analysis over the Project completion period.

Initial Sheet (Figure 1) contains a list of activities and for each activity the quantities of work to be done, number of crews available, and average productivity. A Period of inclement conditions (such as monsoon) can be specified for specific weeks, when productivity of all activities performed in such periods gets reduced. Probabilistically-evolved Productivity Modification Factors can be introduced for each of the work weeks, which increase or decrease the quantity of work performed during that week for the specified activities. Root Causes can be assigned for such reductions in productivity from a library of Causes.

Three spreadsheet systems are there in this tool: Basic Data, Running Plans and Analysis Sheet. Basic Data contains all required information regarding activities, etc. (Figure 2). Initially, a Milestone Schedule and Phase Schedules have to be prepared, forming the basis for the LAPs. The Running Plan is a spreadsheet for the Current Week and is also a Look-Ahead Plan (LAP) covering four weeks starting with the Current Week, with all the activities listed along with their original quantities as well as the Balance Quantity as of the beginning of the Current Week. There will be as many Running Plan sheets as the number of work weeks.

The Final or Analysis Sheet contains summaries- PPCs, Root causes Analyses (Figure 3), Productivities, etc.

Using COLPLASSE

There are different ways of using COLPLASSE: As a simple planning tool which can be used to train the early students in the LPS templates; as a group exercise involving 8 to 9 people simulating various responsibilities; running COLPLASSE by an entire class independently and comparing “efficiencies” of various players, as the random number generation system used for Productivity Modification Factors will ensure different results for each player; using COLPLASSE for actual problems at site week after week.

Conclusions

This tool has been deliberately kept in a simple form for beginners to use easily and to enable customizing and for further development by the various users. The tool is available in the Open domain.

An Example problem covering 20 work weeks and 18 activities has been given along with all required basic data. Students and trainees can practice with the example problem to get a good feel of the LPS process. Actual practitioners can also input data from their projects and run COLPLASSE week after week to automate the templates for easy operations.

Limitations: The inherent designed simplicity precludes complex planning exercises. The Excel macros currently built-in are not very advanced but the user can always develop them further in view of the open architecture.

Further research is proposed to be done using this simulation with various groups to evaluate its capabilities for helping nascent practitioners to use LPS.
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Abstract

The current case study was applied in a Housing Project in Ghana considering the takt time planning as a tool to dimension logistics nets. Considering the global supply chain, the portuary aspects and the size of the project a framework for logistics and procurement was developed during in partnership with the Construction Company and a Consultancy Company specialized in Lean Construction.

Methods

The research method consist: (a) to define the takt time for the project; (b) to identify the core activity which define the speed of construction – for this understanding is used the Value Stream Mapping (VSM) and Operator Balance Chart (OBC); (c) to define the long term plan considering takt time to all the activities; (d) to plan the supply forecast for each construction phase and activity considering lead time for delivery, and supply origin; and (d) to analyze the volume of delivery, considering takt time, lead time (production and transportation from supplier to the site) and batch size (containers, NAVIOS & road transportation). In the end, will be drawn a framework for managing supply and logistics to this project considering the demand defined by the takt time. Figure 1 illustrates the inputs and outputs for the designed framework.

Figure No. 1

A long-term plan was established considering the rhythm established by structure assemble and the best sequence thought to minimize transportation rate. The long-term plan avoids the starting point to dimension the supply and logistics net.

Figure No. 2

Discussion

• The described study was developed in the mobilization phase of the Housing Project Ghana and was the tool used to dimension the supply network and the inventories sites that were rented for the contractors.
• Unfortunately, the long-term plan thought in this project phase changed during the execution because of changes in design and in the investment strategy of the contractors.
• Nevertheless, the presented study achieved the main objective and developed a framework that integrated long-term planning based on takt time with a complex supply chain and logistics-net.
• The repeatability is a positive characteristic of the tool, that were also used in other projects of the main contractor company in other projects with similar supply and logistics complexity.

Figure No. 3
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Abstract

Integrated Design, an approach to design which brings together specializations usually considered separately, is quintessential to a smart design delivery process. Another fundamental aspect which predominantly decides the quality of project delivery is “Clarity of Design Process”. It is essential that the design is divided into clear stages to establish clarity on level of detail.

Further, for effective Project Management it is essential to understand, improve and eliminate waste from various Design Stages. TRIL and CEPT engaged in a Lean Thinking Approach to understand and identify wastes in TRIL’s existing Design Process with a view to smarten and tighten the process.

Introduction

Lean thinking suggests simplification and bringing clarity to processes so as to make them effective and enable future improvements. We used VSM as a lean tool to map current state of design process.

Need For Study:
- Clarity of scope at every design stage.
- Identify most optimum time taken in value adding activities.
- Eliminate Waste.

Objectives:
- Map Non-Value add activities in TRIL’s current Design Process.
- To integrate the Design Process and incorporate suggestions for Future Improvements.

Methods

Steps Adopted:
- Listing of Activities.
- Discussion with TRIL Architecture, Design and Services (ADS) team for shortlisting relevant activities.
- Capturing Duration, Milestone Stages and Precedence.
- Identifying non-value add activities and mapping them.
- Alignment of all suggestions for future and mapping onto BIM platform.

Results

- Stage wise Value Stream Map was developed and reduction in design time was established in current process:
  - Figure No. 3 – Master Plan Stage
  - Figure No. 4 – Concept Stage
  - Figure No. 5 – Detailed Design

- Before VSM analysis: 69 Weeks
- After VSM analysis: 64 Weeks

Conclusions

- Value Stream Mapping improves understanding of design process.
- Potential of VSM for waste identification and visual representation has been realized.
- Process Gap Analysis, Bridging Gaps and Alignment of all Stakeholders is essential to enable Collaborative Work Culture and avoid Silo Working.
- With technology intervention (like BIM) the duration for design can further be reduced from current 69 Weeks to 49 weeks, in the long term. Hence, it is recommended that Design Teams adopt new technologies in Design Development at early stages.
- Various areas where waste is generated were captured for continuous improvement (kaizen).
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